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CHAPTER I 

llf?RODUCTION 

The increasing Popularity of the Functional Method Manual after 

it was introduced in 1936 resulted in a great demand among teachers 

tor other sim11a:r materials tor more advanced work in shorthand. To 

meet this need, Leslie, Renshaw, and Zoubek working together, compiled 

and pu'blished by 1938 three additional textbooks to be used following 

the Functional Method Manual. Accort'lin.g to Mr. Leslie, the b-Ooks 

were compiled under great "pressure of work," and time was not taken 

to make an analysis of the vocabularies of the books, or to try j;,hem 
. ~. 

out in actual classroom teaching as was done with the Functional 

Method Manual.1 

Therefore, these materials must still be regarded as being in 

the experimental staget and every effort should be made by teachers of 

shorthand to show the weaknesses and·strong points of each of the 

textbooks. 

In some subjects, such as bookkeeping, the teacher may inspect 

the major topics in the textbook and determine in a short time some-

. thing of the content. But, because of' the very nature of shorthand, 

it is not possible to :make a topical analysis which reveals the extent 

and value of the vocabulary content. In shorthand it is only by a 

careful analysis of the vocabulary of the textbooks and other :materials 

that the subject matter may be determined. The number of new words 

introduced and the utility value of these words determine to a great 

l Louis A. Leslie, Personal letter, February 13, 1940. 



extent the placement and importanoe of a. book in the shorthand program. 

Dr. Gregg has long recognized the importance of vocabulary studies 

for improving instruction in shorthand. In 1916, and again in 1929, 

the Gregg Shorthand :Manual was revised so that the more frequently 

used words are included in the early chapters of the book, and so that 

a better balanced vocabulary is provided.2 

others, too, have devoted much time and eft'ort toward improving 

shorthand instruction through vocabulary studies. 

Johnson eoi.11pared the vocabularies of G£!i& Speed Studies and 

the Gregg Shorthand Manual as to ohapters in which the words appear. 3 

Lessenberl."1 deterrained the number of times each suffix and pre-

!'ix of Gregg Shorthand is used in writing Horn's list of 10,000 words 

most commonly used 1n writing, "for the purpose of determining the 

important ones,to teaeh and the ones which should not be taught."4 

Pille and Arnold used Horn's list of 10,000 woris in analyzirl{; 

the vocabulary of the Gr!&& Shorthand Manual.5 

Hoadley applied all the principles in the Gregg Shorthand Manual 

to the Thousand Commonest Words as compiled by A:Jers in an attempt 

2 John Robert Gregg. Gregg Shorthand, Anniversary Edition. Gregg 
Publishi118 Company, New York, 1929. Preface, p. iv. 

3 :Mildred A. Johnson. "Oompariaon of Gregg Manual and Speed Studies.• 
Journal of Business Education, VII, No .. 3 (ll'eb. 1932). p. 15 
Report of'Master's Thesis, Oo!R!rat1ve :&n!lz!1s !:! 0!"!¥ Shorthand 
Manual -2 SJ]eed Studies. New York University, 1951. 

4 D. D. Lessenberry. "Non-essential Suffixes and Prefixes." .Research 
Studies 1n Commercial Education, No. 3. University of Iowa, 1928. 
p. 94. -

5 Elaa M. PUle and Percy Arnold, "Word Frequenc7 of Manual Voeabulary 
Analyzed," American Shorthand Teacher, XIII, No.5. J'an., 1933. 
p. 184. 
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to determine the most-used shorthand prinoiples.6 
\ 
\ 

Thus. various types of analyses have been ma4e of th~ so~lled 

Manual Method materials. However, in the ease of Ftmctioual Method 

3 

materials, so far aa ee.n be 4etermined, only one study has bNn made-
, 

an analys1a of the vooabulary of the Functional Method. Manual ... 7 

! i· 
It is a well-known m8%1m in eduoa.tion that one lllllft coDjtinually 

.' \ i' 

go from the kn.own to the unknown, from the simple to $e \cOllip~. 
I ·., " 

Dr. Gregg has placed great emphasis upon grad.ad materials in all his 

textbooks. The Funct tonal Method Manual, too I provides great masses 

of graded materials,. It seems that all agree that one should go from 

simpler shorthand materials to the more dit:f'iouJ.t... The shorthand 

vocaltulary should gradually am continually grow greater. Therefore. 

the complexity of the vocabulary of a shorthand textbook should be 

a major factor in determining its placement in the course. Certainly, 

more difficult tertbooke should not precede easier ones. 

Functional Method Dictation was written to !'ollow directly after 

the Functional Method Manual, 8 but Speed Drills .!! . Gregg Shorthand 

is recoJmnended to be ueed at anf time after the theory- of shorthand 

has been com.pleted.9 It would appear, therefore, that either ma;y be 

6 Ruth L. Hoadley. "Analysis ot the Shorthand Prineiples Used in 
Writing the Thousand Commonest Words." Reaearch Studies in Coz
meroial Education, No. r.v. University of Iowa, 1929. p. 45 .. -
Maeter's Thesis, Northwest Missouri State College. 1929. 

7 Louis A .• Leslie, Funot1o:oal Method Teacher's Handbook. Gregg Pub-
11ah1ng Company, New York, 19S6. p. 251. 

a A Course .2! Study ,!2? Teaoh1ng Gregg Shorthand. Gregg Publishing 
Compoy, New York, 1939. p. >vii. 

9 Charles E. Zoubek. "Creek Jumping and Shorthand." G!"'!U !!!!. Letter, 
No. 161. (Oct., 1959}. p. 54. 
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used following the Functional Method Manual. Too, the authors recom-

mend that Speed Drills .!.!! Gr~ Shorthand may either precede or follow 

a third book, Gree Dictation !!!2, Transcr1pt1on.10 There seems to be 

little agreement as to what is the proper sequence. It may be that 

the overlapping of the vocabularies is such that the books should not 

be used in the same course. To aid in settling these issues is the 

general purpose ot this study. 

Speeit'icall.J', the purposes o:f' this study are: 

( l) To determine the thousand of frequency-of-use ( according to 

the Horn list of 10,000 word.a most commonly used in writing) below 

which a great proportion of the words are found in the Functional 

Method Manual. It is unneoessar,y to tabulate the occurrences of words 

below this level in determining the power of subsequently used text-

books to build a shorthand vocabulary--asslllll.ing that the pupil masters 

the vocabula.r,y of the Functional Method .Manual. 

(2) To determine the number of times each word above the level 

established in purpose {l) occurs in eaob of the two books--Funetional 

Method. Dictation and Speed Drills ~ oi:ee Shorthand. 

{3) To det•m.ine the number of words which do not occur in the 

Functional Method llanual and for which pupils must learn an outline 

in order to ma.star the content of Functional Method Dictation and 
• 

Speed Drills 1! Gregg Shorthand. 

10 Louis A. Leslie and Charles E. Zoubek. Spetl(l Drills ~ G17!H 
Shorthand Teacher's Handbook. Gregg Publishing Company, New York, 
1938. p. v. 



(4) To «etermine the placement in the Horn list of all words 

in the two textbooks above the level determined in purpose ( 1) as a 

mea~re ot the utility Talue of' the words. 

{5) To compare the vooabularies ot Functional Method Dictation 

and Speed Drills .!! G17W Shorthan.4 u to the number of different 

words contained in eaoh, the number of times these words are repeated, 

5 

and the frequency-of-use of these words for the purpose of determining 

the relative placement ot the boolr.s in the shorthand course, the 

relative difficulty of the vocabularies of the books, and the over-

lapping of the vooabul.aries of the books. 

DELDU'l'ATION.S: It is observed that no attempt is ma.de: 

(1) To deter.rn.!ne the dit:f'ioul.ty of the materials of the textbooks 

except in so far as vocabulary content may affect difficulty; thus, 

phrues, sentence structure, length of word-lists• eontinuity of 

thought. and such other factors that affect difficulty. are not con-

sidereti. 

(2) To determine at what age or grade level pupils may be expected 

to be familiar with the vooabulary of the books. 

(3) To 4eterm1ne to what extent pupils are familiar, or unfamiliar, 

with the vocabularies ot the books. 

(4) To analyze the pb.raa!3 voea.bulariee ot the books. 

ASSUNPTION: It 1s assumed that the Horn 11st of 10,000 words 

most-comm.only used in writing is a val.id and reliable measure of the 

frequency-of-use ot words used in business w.riting. 

· MATERIALS: The principal sources of data :for this study are 

(l} .A Basie wr1t1a1·voeabu1w, 10,000 Jlorh Me!!. Commonly!!!!! J:.!. 

Writing by Ernest Horn, (2) Functional Method 'reaeher's Handbook, 



( 3) Functional Method Dictation, and ( 4) Speed Drills ~ Gregg Short-

~. 
!. Basic writtng Vocabula!7 was compiled from 5,136,616 running 

words of personal and business writings from sixty-five different 

sources and from every state in the Unitod States. 

The business eorrespondence was taken from twenty-six different 

' 

types of business, and the personal writings were ta.ken from all types 

of' personal letters. The plaeement of a word in the list depended 

upon the number of times it occurred in all this material with little 

variation caused by careful weigh.ting. 

A.bout forty-eight per cent or the running words were 
from personal letters, about forty-foUl." per cent from 
business and professional letters, and about eish,t per cent 
f':rom suchifiscellaneous material as excuses and minutes of 
meetings. . 

All words and derivatives of words were recorded• including 

slang, oolloqu1l, and supposedly obsolete words with the fo.llowi.Dg 

exceptions: 

(l) All proper names o'f persons and places and names of months 

and days. 

{.2) All words of leas than tour letters .. 

( 3) A number of very common words. 

The placement of words falling within these exceptions was esti-

mated from a smaller compilation or words previously completed. 

However, nam.es of people and places do not appear in the list.12 
' 

11 Ernest Horn. "A Basie "'lr1t1ng Vocabulary." University .2£.!2!!. 
Monographs.!.!!. Education. University of Iowa. 1926. p. 185. 

12 Ibid., P• 21. 



The very nature of the 11st. plus the extensive sampling t'rom 

varied types ot business and personal correspondence, insure its 

validity as a measure ot the frequency-of-use of' words used in writ-

ing {as81111d.ng that the vocabulary of' business and personal writings 

of fif'teen years ago bears a high relation to that of today). 

7 

It is difficult to determine statistically or otherwise the relia• 

b1l1ty of the list. 'fhorncUke has compiled a list of 20,000 words 

found most frequently in general reading materials. His 11st is 

based on about 10,000,000 running words of materiw. ~. the 

first 10 .. C>OO words are based upon only 5,000.000 running words except 

that the last three thousand of' this 11st have be•n revised according 

to the more extensive compilation. He calculated from the available 

credit numbers that a 11st baaed upon a count of an infinite number of 

words would 41aplaoe o!lly about 1.000 of the words in the 20,000. 

That is, there u. about 1.000 words in his list which probably shoul.4 

be placed higher. Of oourae, the fi:rat 10.000 .word.a are much more 

aecuratel7 placed beeauae they occur so much more frequentl.7 than words 

in the upper thousamta.13 

Thorndike's list is generally regarded~ being highly relia'ble. 

7et the first 7,000 words o't this list are based on a sampling that is 
·, 

probably no more adequate or representative than that on l'Vhich the 

Rom list is bued; for, though the Thorndike list is compiled f'rom 

all types of reading materials which are carefully weighted, the Rom 

list is compiled from all types of business and personal writings, and 

these, too 1 are caretull.y weighted. Therefore; so f'ar aa the ~ample 

US Edward L. '.rhornllike. 1!!.!, feaoh.er•s ~ !!22!.• t.reaehers College, 
Columbia University. New York, 193!. p. 182. 



is concerned, the Horn list is probably as reliable as the '!'horndike 

11st. 

8 

The writing vocabulary of 8. person is much smller than his read

ing vocabue.ry, ,md tor this reason the more commonly known worAs 

compose a·great part ot the personal and business letters of ev•1'fO!l8• 

For this reason. it is probable that the I{orn list did not have such 

an estcmaive vocabulary to attempt to measure; and therefore, it meae

vee that vocabular., more accurately than is :possible fora general 

reading list to be measured with the same size sampling. 

However valid and reliable the Horn list may be, in. examining 

the fin.dings of this study• a few weaknesses of the 11st must be borne 

in mind: (1) Since only forty-tour per cent of the material from 

which the liat was compiled was business oo:rrespondence, it may be 

that sou words peeuliar to business writings should be ranked higher, 

while others peculiar to personal writings should not be included in 

the list at all. (2) 'fhe list 1.s now more than.fi:tteen years old-

and voeabulari~ may change a great deal in that length of time, for 

instance, the worts, depression. retr11erator, and radio are probably 

· ineorrectl7 rated ( for the purposes of tliis study• however, the 11st 

aa a whole is undoubtedly very reliable). (3) The 11st does not take 

into consideration homographs ( those word.a which are spelled alike but 

. have dit:f'erent meen.ings)--ell such are tabulated as the same word. 

Hence, such words as u•ent are not placed eorrectly in the 11st. 

(4) The omission of' all words with four or less letters from the 

tabulations may have resulted in misplacing a nu:m.ber of these, since 

their placement is based upon a much amller sample. However, Horn 



shows that his list correlates highly with Thorndike's earlier list 

where these words are eoncernea.14 

9 

'fhe Functional llethod Tea.oher•s Handbook contains a 11st of the 

1r0rds f'ound in the Functional Method Manual together with a simple 

analysis of the list. This analysis simply gives the number of differ

ent words and the number of running words in the Functional Method 

Yanual olasaified by thousands according to the Horn list~ 

J'w:lctional Method Dictation is one o'f the textbooks to be analyzed. 

It is written entirely in shorthand (as are all the functional method 

textbooks) and contains very brief word lists at the beginning of 

each lesson which review the principles of Gregg Shorthand. The book 

is divided into eighty-four assignments, each assignment containing 

on an average about 770 words. Little, or nothing. is known of the 

real vocabulary content of this textbook. 

Si•"- Drills .!!. O!'.!fiE) Shorthand• like Functional Method Die'tation, 

is an all-shorthand book. It contains brief' previews of the more 

di.ffieult outlines at th• beginning of ea.eh lesson. There are eighty 

assignments in the book averaging about 1.030 running words ea.oh. 

PROCEDURE: The following steps are taken in fulfilling the 

purposes of the study: 

(1) The vocabulary analysis of the Functional Method 11.ulual 

found in the Functional Method Teacher's Handbook is examined to 

determine a vocabulary level (aceor41ng to the Horn 11st) below which 

a great proportion of all words ooeur in the Functional Method Manual. 

14 Ernest Horn, .Qi.:.. cit., p. 21. 
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To !'ind the vocabulary building effect of an..v subsequently used text

book it is unnecessary to consider words below this level--assuming, 

of course, the pupil has :mastered the vocabulary o.f the manual. 

{2} All words above the vocabulary level established in the 

first step found in Functional Method Dictation and Speed Drills la 

G:i:-ege; Shortha.?14, together with the lesson number in which each appears, 

are typed on slips of paper; and these a.re alphabetized. 

(3) The number of ti.mes each of the "'ords occurs in each book 

ia determined by counting the number of slips containing each word. 

'l.'his number is written on the slip bearing the lowest lesson number, 

and the remaining slips a.re removed from the alphabetic lists. 

(4) The f'requency-of-use as found in the Horn 11st of 10,000 

most corrrm.only used words, is written on eaoh of the remaining slips, 

and. all those below the level found in the :first step of the procedure 

are removed from the lists. 

{5) The lists of words above the level found in the first step 

appearing in tha Functional Method Manual and the other two books 

are then typed in alphabetic order, and the nU111ber of times each ?t-Ord 

occurs in each of the books together with the number of the assign

ment in which each word first occurs and the frequency-of-use are 

tabulated on columna.l" paper. 

(6) Data are eompiled sholring the number o:f' words in ea.eh book 

in each thousand., and those not within the first ten thousand,. above 

the level found in the first step of the proce<lure. 

( 7) Data are compiled showing the number of words occurring in 

each of the books which does not appear in either of the others and the 

trequency-ot-use ot these words. 



11 

{8} The two books {Jrunctioruu Method Dictation and Speed Drills 

~ 9!!A Shortha¥) are compared as to the number ot words contained 

in each which are not in the Functional Method Manual. and the number 

of words 1n each above the level found in the first step of the proce

dure. 

( 9) Functional Methocl Dictation and Speed l)rills .!!!, Greg Short

~ are to be analyzed to determine how many new words are introduced 

in each lesson. 

{10} Each step is carefully checked for reliability by re-tabu

lating, re-counting, and cross-balancing by addition where possible .. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE VOCAffllLARY OF THE PUNOTIONAL M:&.'.fflOD MANUAL 

The J'unO'tional Method lfanual is an all-ehorthand textbook .de-

signed to be used in beginning shorthand eluaes-. It contains eighty.-
. ' 

three uaigmaenta averaging about 800 words each41 In each assignment 

about 700 word.a an in connected matter, and word-lists constitute 

the other 100 words. The prineiplae of writin& Gregg Shorthand an 

introduced, in gaeral t in the same sequence u in the §:!!M Sho:rthlU.14 

Uanul ! The first t• assignments are composed ot highly sra,ded 

material. while the latter part of the book ta composed ot verr d1ft1-. 

eult material containing great qwmt1t1ee of analogical beginnings and 

endings tor shorthand outline&. 

Before an anal)"a1a of the vocabulary of' Functional. Method Dicta-

,!!2 and Sf!ed Drllla .!!. Gree Shorthand can be meaningful, it is 

necessary to understand the content of the tnaterials which have pre-

ceded them in the shorthand course, Hence, a review of the analysis 

of the l'unotional Method. Manual senes as a base from which to start 

and as a foundation on which to build. 

A 11st of all the wo:rcls found in the Functional Method Manual, 

together with an anal1'8i8 of this 11st. has been prepared and included 

in the Functional Jlethod Teaeher•s Handbook. 

Of 6,406 different words occurring in the Functional Method 

Mu.ual, 967 (or 15.l per cent) are in the first thousand most-used 

words; 918 (or 14.3 per cent) are in the second thousand. 782 (or 12.2 

per oent) are in the third thousand; 656 ( or 10.1 per cent) are in 

the fo_urth thousand; 1,263 (or 19.8 per oent) are in the sixth to 



the tenth thousands, inclusive; and 1,299 (or 20.4 per cent) are be-

yond the tenth thousand most-used words according to Horn's list of 

10,000 most commonly used in writing. These data are presented in 

Table I. 

TABLE I 

VOCABULARY O:F' THE FUNCTIONAL :.mrHOD MANO.AL15 

Thousand No. ot D1f'- Per Cent Running Per Cent 
Frequency :f'erent Words of Total Words of Total 

l 967 15.1 51,311 77.5 

2 918 14.3 4,706 7 .. 1 

3 782 12.2 2,817 4.2 

4 656 10.1 1,781 2.7 

5 521 8.1 1,11'7 1.8 

6-10 1,263 19.8 2,395 3.6 

Beyond 
10,000 1,299 20.4 2.083 3.1 

Totals 6,406 100.0 66,210 100.0 

or 66,210 running words in the Functional Method rlanual, 51,311 

{or 7'7.5 per oent) are composed wholly of words in the first thou-

sand most-used words; 88.8 per cent are composed of words in the first 

three thousand most-used words; and 11.2 per cent are composed of words 

above the third thousand moet-used words. It is signi:f'ioant tha.1., 

whereas, 20.4 per cent of the different words are above the tenth 

thousand, only 3.1 per cent of the running words are composed of 

15 Louis A.. Lesliet Functional. Method Teacher's Handbook. Gregg PUb
lishing Company-, New York, 1936. p. 251. 
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these. i'he 1,299 different words above the tenth thousand compose 

only 2,083 running words in the book. Thus. these words occur less 

than twice each in the book. The 1,263 different words in the sixth 

to the tenth thousands, inclusive, compose 2,395 run..11ing words in the 

book. 'I'herefore 1 these, too, occur less than twi~e each. These find-

1ngs imply that 1:!' these words a.re eons_idered essential to the pupil's 

shorthand vocabulary, they :must be repeated in eubf:iequent materials 

for fixation in the pupil's mind. It they are not easential, then 

it may be well to omit them from the textbooks. It is realized that 

some words and derivatives of words may be learned when they have 

been encountered only onee, but on an average, outlines require repe-

tition in varying situations for permanent fixation. 

To the casual observer, it appears that not nearly all the words 

even in the first thousand most-used words appear in the textbook, 

t'or only 967 of the first one-thousand words are shown in the fore-

going analysis. However, in compiling this analysis, no account is 

taken of the numeral.a whieh appear in abundance in the first three 

thousand wost-used words of the Horn list. A careful check of the 

vocabulary list of the Functional Method Manual against the 5,ooo 
I 

Most-Used Shorthand. Forms {which, by the way, does not contain 

5,000 words--s1nee numerals and abbreviations, as well as certain 

very personal and al.ang words, e.re not included in the list) shows 

that there are only seventeen words in the first thousand of this 

list which are not in the manual. A further analysis reveals that 

of these seventeen words, only four are not common derivatives of some 

other word appearing in the FUnetional Method Manual, or that some 

other derivati"ve of the same root appears in the manual. (A eoT!l!llOn 
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derivative is here defined es a word which :may be :tom.ed by adding 

to the root auoh endings u .!.• .!!.• ..!!,. .!!,, ll,, tion, ,lt !., 3, less~ 

tul, and combinatiou of these.) -
A similar analysis of the second thousand reveals that there are 

seventy-two word.ii in this group which are not in the J'Unct1onal Method 

Manual. Of theu, only twenty-eight are not common deri'fatives (or 

derint1Tes ot the nu root aa some other d«r1.Tat1ve in the book). 

Fol" the third thouaand moat-used words, a more thorough analysis 

1a made. In the 51000 »oat-Used Shorthan4 :Forms olll.y 177 woru are 

found which a:re not in the manual. An examination of the 10,000 

most commonly used words reveals in acld1t1on to these the following 

word.a: 

(1) e!x nU'lllfl'als (fifth, fourteen, aeventy, sixteenth, sixth, 

and twenty-tive) 

{2) five abbreviations (Dee., ..l.!!!,. l!!!.:., Oct •• and Nov.) 

(3) a f• extremely personal words (folk, cla4d7. devil, p.ndma, 

and bless) 

(4) four contraotiona (aren't, hadn't, ,rn, and r•ve) 

l!fone ot theae words 1a tound in the vocabulary list of the FUnc-

tional Metho4 Manual.. However, naerala, abbreviations, and contrac

tions are of minor importance in the stud:, of shorthand; tor no new 

outlines need be learned for writing them, and the sound is Just the 

same as if' the word were written in f'ull, except in the cue of con-

tractions. 

ot the 177 words appearing in the 5 1000 Most-Used Short.hand 

Forms, but not 1n the manual, 113 are common derivatiTN of otb.er 

words appeariug in the :manual. or derivatives of the same root word 
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as eome other derivative :found in the manual .. Therefore, there are 

only 64 words in the third thousand most-used words which are not 

presented in the textbook in one form or another. Data regarding the 

first three thousand most-used words are presented in Table II. 

TABLE II 

110RDS AND DERlVA'rIVl!.S BELOW 'l'HE FatmTH THOUSAND MOS'f-USED WORDS llTO'f IN 
THE FUNCTIONAL J.llfi'liOD MANUAL 

nouand No. o:t Words No. ot Words 'l(mts not Derived 
Interval in M'amial not in llanul f2'0m. Wol.'Cls in 

Jlan.\181 

l 96'7 17 4 

2 918 72 28 

3 782 177 64: 

Totals 2,66'1 266 96 

.An examination of the fourth thousand shows that a total of 316 

word.a appearing in the 51000 Moat-Used Short.hand Forms, do not appear 

in the )'unotional Method MlulUal. And an examinat.1on of the fifth 

thousand. shows that a total of' 45& lfOTda appearing in the 51000 lfost

P.!.!2. _s_ho_r_it_ha_D.d_ l!'01'JIII do not appear in the Functional Method Manual. 

lro:m these data it may be concluded that at no lnel does the 

pupil have an opportunity to learu shorthand outlinea tor all the 

worda below •DY' point in the 10,000 moat-used worcls. However, below 

the fourth thousand, there are only 96 word.a which the pupils have.not 

encountered in aome 1'orm. Now, these 96 words, and probably some of 

the derivativea are of great importance. Subsequent textbooks should 

certainly contain these words. However, well over ninety per cent ot 
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all the words below the t'ourth thousand most-used words are included 

in the manual.. Therefore, rather than compile the entire vocabulary 

or the textbooks used subsequently a list o-r the words below the fourth 

thousand most-used word• and not found in the manual. is cow.piled; and 

this lbt is oheoked agaiDst the vocabularies of Functional Method 

Dictation and Speed Drills aa they are compiled ( aee Chapter VI). 

In this manner, the degree to which tertboolcs which follow the.manual 

supply these wo:rda can be more euil.7 checked than by compiling all 

words· in the textbooks. 

The lists of words below the fourth thousand included in Appendix 

A :may prove ot great value to teaehera who may desire to present these 

words to the pupils t'rom the blackboard or 1n other types of drill, 

ant to writers of supplementary shorthand l!ltlterials. 

SUMMARY AND CONOWSIOKS 

(l) A large percentage (20.4 per cent) of the different words 

occurring in the FUDctional Method MaD.Wll an above the tenth thou

sand :most-used wo:rda; and theae oona:titute only 3.l per cent of the 

running word.a o-t the textbook:. This implies that a great many inf:re

quen'tl7 'USed worda are included in the manual. 

( 2) Slightly more than one-halt of the words in the fourth and 

firth theuaands·are in.eluded in the manual; and only about one-fourth 

of the words in the airth to the tenth thousands, inclusive, occur in 

the manual. These data imply that subsequently used textbooks should 

contain great numbers of different words in these groups, so that 

the pupil might learn the words which will be ot most value to him as 

a stenographer. 

(3) Above the sixth thousand, there are less than twice as many 



running words as there are different words. Therefore, niany- of the 

words appear only once or twice in the manual. These words should 
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be repeated in subaequentl:r used textbooks that the pupil might master 

them more fully. 

(4) Of the first tl;lree-thousand most-used words, all root words 

( or some derivatives of them.) a:eept 96 are ineludect in the l"Unctional 

Method M'allual. Thus, 1 t appears that the shorthand vocabulary level 

ot the pupil when he has :finished the manual is near the f'ourth thou

sand most-used words-us11111Dg he has masterect 1 ts vooabulal'}". There

fore, subsequently' uaed text.boo.ks should be chiefly concerned with the 

vooa'bulary beyond the third thousand lll08t-uaed words .. 

In the next eh.apter a similar analysis is made of the vocabul.e.17 

of Functional Kethod Dictation. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE VOCABULARY OF FUNCTIONAL ~OD DICTATION 

In the preceding chapter the vocabulaI'Y' of the Functional Method 

:Manual is analyzed as to the proportion of different words and run

ning wol'('ls in each thousand interval of the Rom 11st of 10,000 words 

most commonly used in writing. In this chapter a similar analysis is 

made of the vocabulary of Functional Method Dictation • 

.More specifically, the purposes of this chapter are tQ show 

through an analysis of the vocabulary of Functional Method Dictation 

the number of different words in ea.oh thousand above the third thousand, 

the number of times these words occur in the textbook 1 and the number 

of running words in ea.eh thousand interval. 

From the Functional Method Dictation Teaeher•s Handbook {which 

contains a key to all shorthand in ::Functional Method Dictation) all 

words above the third thousand most-used words (according to Horn's 

list) and those below the third thou.sand which do not appear 1n the 

Functional Method Manual, together with the number of the assignment 

in which each word first appears, are typed on slips of paper. These 

slips are alphabetized and. the number of times each word occurs in the 

text.book is placed on the card ( of' the particular word) which bears 

the lowest assignment number. All other cards are then removed from 

the alphabetical file. The frequency-of-use { or thousand in which the 

word is ranked) of each word is then determined from the Ho:rn list of 

10,000 most-used word.a. 

The slips are then sorted according to the thousands of f'requency

of-use in which the words are found, and according to the number of 



tillles the words occur in the textbook. 

Both the number of different words and the number of running 

words tound in the textbook at various levels of frequenc~-ot-use 

are determined. The findings regarding the number of different 

words are presented first. 
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ot a total ot' S,714 different words above the third thousand, 

559 ( or 15.0 per ce-nt) are found in the fourth thouaand most-used 

words, '69 (or 12~6 per eent) are found in the fifth thousand, 322 

(or 7.6 per cent} are found in the sixth thousand, and still smaller 

percentagea are found in the seventh, eighth, ninth, and tenth thou

sands. However, 1,494 (or 4:0~2 per cent of the total) different 

words are found that do not appear in the first 10,000 most-used. 

words. 

Of the $/114 4if1"erent words above the third thousand, 2,420 

( or 6fh.l. pa cent) occur only once in the entire tex:1.book, 751 ( or 20 .2 

per cent} oceur twiee,. and 14·. 7 per cent of these words occur more t.han 

twice. 

ot the 559 words in the fourth thousand most;..used words, 48. 7 

per cent oeeur only once; 25;.0 per cent occur twice; and 26-.5 per 

cent occur more than twice,. 

Of the 469 words in the fifth thousand, 54;.7 per cent occur once; 

23~8 per cent occur twioe; and 21.5 per oe1:1t ooeur more than twice. 

Following this line ot reasoning through Table III, it is noted 

that the percentage of woTds occurring only once inereases as the 

frequeney-of-use decreases. So that. of the 1,494 words above the 

tenth thousand, '15.'l per cent occur only once; 15.8 per cent occur 

twice; and only s.5 per cent occur more than twice. 
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REPETITION AID FRlQUEICY-OF-118£ OF DIRflR£1T IORDS t• FUICTIOIAL METHOD OICTATIOII 

I!!!1!111s II H1t1'1 Ill! ·-~ I § z I I H hxll!I It.HI 1211•1 
0.•r- lord• P.,. lord• ,_. lord• Per lord• ,.,. ler41 ,.,. ior4e Per lord• Per lerd• Per lord• ,.,. 
r .. o.e, c .. t c .. t c .. t Ctnt c .. t C•t C•t C•t C•t 

of of ef of ef of of of of 
i 11111 Iel1I T1l1I !ISi! Ill.II llbl !Rill Iii!! !!bl 

273 118,7 2.56 s1t.1 t71t Sit. I 173 61.5 159 11.2 llt2 67.3 II t 71.6 1,,12 75.7 2,i.2e 65.1 

2 IIJO 25.o I ti 23.8 81 21., 70 21t.9 31 13.9 IJ6 21.8 28 18.t 237 15.8 751 20.2 

3 72 12.9 lt9 to.2 30 9.3 20 1.1 20 a., 13 6.2 u 7.7 55 3.7 271 7.3 

It 27 IJ.8 23 6.0 13 a..1 10 3.6 7 3.1 5 2.3 2 1.3 25 t. 7 ll7 ,., 
5 18 3.2 8 1.1 6 1.a s ,.a I .s 3 I .It 2 1.3 t2 .a 55 1.s 

6 10 ,.a 5 1., It I. 2 a .1 2 ., I .s .. .3 21 .a 
7 s ., .s 1.1 3 ., I .s 3 .2 17 .s 
8 ' 1.1 I .2 3 .2 10 .3 

g 2 • It 2 .o 
10 I .2 t .2 I .3 I .s .3 .2 7 .2 

At.ova 
10 7 I .It 3 .6 3 .9 I .It I .s I .s 20 t .lJ 36 1.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

Total a 559 1()0.0 lt6t te>o.o 322 100.0 281 100.0 223 100.0 211 100.0 155 100.0 1,lt91t 100.0 3,, 711t 100.0 

,,m Cont 
of Total t5.o 12.6 s.1 7.6 ,.o s.7 4.2 ll0.2 100.0 

The above ta~I• i• r1ad--th1r1 are 273 wo~d• ia the fourth thot.11and that occur in FunctiORal Method Dlotatioa only onoo; lllO word• I• 
the fourth thouoaad oo01tr twlooJ etc. 

00 .... 



Of 65,126 running words appearing in shorthand in Functional 

Method Dictation, 6,576 (or slightly more than ten per cent) a.re 

above the third thousand most-used words. In Table Nan anaJ.ysis 

of the running words above the third thousand is presented. Of the 

6,576 running words above the third thousand, 1,208 {or 18.4 per 

cent) are above the tenth thousand. Thus, about 3. 7 per cent of the 

total running words of the book: are above the tenth thousand. 

Of the 6,576 running words above the third thousand, 2,420 (or 

36.9 per oent) occur only once; 22.8 per cent occur twice; and 40.3 

per cent occur more than twice. 
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Of' the 1,208 run."11ng words in the fourth thousand, 273 {or 22.6 

per cent) occur only once; 280 {or 23.2 per cent) occur twice; and 

54.2 per cent occur more than twice. As would be expected, in the 

higher intervals {or thousands) the pereentage of words occurring only 

once, or twice, increases so that in the tenth thou.sand more than. 

fifty per eent of the words occur only once, and more than 75 per 

cent occur less than three tim.es. 
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RIIUIIIG WORDS OF FUllCTlottAL IITHOD DICTATIOII Al TO OCOURREICt:6 AID fREQUEIICY-OF..U8E 

§ i •••• J ;.,. T:H,~ I•!!~~'! ~~t ~ 
Oo.vr- ••• of Pw lo. of Per •••of,.,. o. of Per 
r ..... lord• c .. t lorlk C111t ....... C•t ....... C•t ..,., . C•t 

of of of of of of of of of 
111111 Ida I T!l1I l1t1I Ilt1I lats! T!l!I Id.ti Total 

t 27J 22., "' 27.lt f71J 28.2 173 36.1 Ut ltlt.7 llt2 ltJ.J 111 so.2 1,u2 lto.J 2,1t20 "·' 
2 280 23.2 222 23.7 176 28.5 lltO "·' 62 17.lt 92 28.0 56 2s.1t lt7'1 It.It ··-2 22., 

3 216 11., 1117 t.s.7 90 .... , • u.s ,;60 16.8 • ... , 36 16.J 165 ,.a at.I 12.lt 

.. 108 a., 112 12.0 52 s.lt ltO a.s 28 7.9 2G 6.t 8 3.6 tao i..1 .... 1.0 

s 90 1.s "° lt.3 JO .. ~, 25 5.J 5 .... 15 lt.6 to i..s '° 2.s 275 If. 2 

' 60 s.o 30 3.2 211 ,., 12 2.6 12 I.It 6 1.a 211 1.0 1'8 2.s 

7 JS 2.9 JS 3.7 21 3.lt 7 2.0 21 ., 119 1.1 

8 lt8 lf.O 8 .a 2lt 1.0 80 1.2 

9 18 1.9 18 ., 
10 10 .a 10 1.1 10 ,., 10 2.a JO 1.2 70 t. I 

0¥or 
10 88 7.J 58 6.2 ltO 6.5 at I+. 2 tS J.7 lit lt.3 111,CJ l(;.(J 643 , .. -- -- -- -- -- --

Totalo 1,2oa 100.0 936 100.0 617 100.0 lt70 100.0 156 100.0 Jl8 100.0 :m 100.0 2,ltltO 100.0 6,576 100.0 

Per C•t 
of Total 18.IJ 11t.2 ,.11 7.2 s • .tt s.o 3.lt 37.o 100.0 

Tho alMve tqlo h rHd-of 11 208 .. ru la t .. feurth thovo.,.4, 27.S (or 22.6 per coat of the total) runnhtf worfi• &f'e cnpoHcl of worclo 
which ooour oaty onoeJ 180 ,... ... i .. wordo are ooepoHd of wordo whieh ooour twloeJ eto. 

~ 

\ 
\ 

\ 



SUMMARY AND CONCUJSIONS 

(l.) A. large percentage (40.2 per oent) of the d11"ferent words 

above the third thqusand are above the tenth thousand most-used words. 

Yet, scareel.7 more than half the :fourth thouaand most-uaed words are 

found in the tstbook; and still tewer_ot the titth, sixth, seventh. 

eighth, ninth, and tenth thouanda. Only 155 words in the tenth 

thousand are included 1n Functional Uethotl Dictation.· 

Thus it appears that the textbook does not attempt to complete 

the pupil's shorthand vocabulary in the lower thousands, but containa 

a great deal of difficult voca'bula17. 

( 2) A.bout .ten per cent of the rwming words of the entire text

book are above the third thousand. Ot these 3?.0 per cent are above 

the tuth thouaand.~ In "other words, about 3.7 per cent of the total 

running words of the textbook are above ~he tenth thousand. In a 

letter of 108 words, there would be on an a-.erage, tour words above 

the tenth thousand... or course, many of these are proper nouns. 

'.this implies that the pupil will continually' run aeross infre

quently used words in doing his homework f'rom the textbook. 

(3) A great proportion (65 .. 1 per cent) or the words above the 

third· thousand. occur ollly once,· and very few words (14.7 per cent) 

occur more than twice. 

Therefore. 1:f' the student is to master the voeabtilar;r of the 

textbook, the teacher must provide adequate drill and reYiew over 

the vocabulary, for the textbook does not review autoniatioall7. 

(It is aas'UJfted that a pupil does not ordinarily master an outline 

having encountered it only once.) 
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THE VOCABULARY OF SPEED DRILLS IN GREGO SHORTHAND 

In the preceding chapter the vocabulary or Functional Method 

Dictation was anal1zed as to the number ot different words and run-

ning words within each thousan<l of the Horn list; and as to the number 

of times words within the different thousands occur in the textbook. 

It 1.s the purpose of this· chapter to present a similar analysis 

of Speed Drills .!.! Gregg Shorthand. 

Identically the same procedure 18 followed in compiling an alpha-

beti~al list or the words above the third thousand most-used words that 

occur in Speed Drills.!! Gregg Shorthand as has already been presented 

in Chapter III concerning the vocabulary of Functional Method Dictation. 

From the Speed Drills ll Gregg Shorthand Teacher's Handbook, 

which contains a key to all shorthand outlines appearing in the text-

book, all the words above the third thousand m6st-used words are seleet~d, 

alphabetized. and the number of times each word occurs in the textbook 

is determined. The frequency-of-use is determined 'for each word. and 

the words ere sorted aocoroing to the thousand interval in which they 

appear and the number of times the words occur in the textbook. 

In Table V the following data are presented. Of 4,606 different 

words occurring in SE•ed Drills l:.£. Gr!§.6 Shorthand above the third 

thousand most-used words,, 620 (or 13.4 J)'tr cent) are in the fourth 

thousand, 501 (or 10.9 per cent) are in the fifth thousand. 415 (or 

9.0 per cent) are in the sixth thousand, and still smaller percent-

ages are in the seventh, eighth, ninth, and tenth thousands; but a 

total of 1,997 {or 45.4 per cent) of the words are above the tenth 

thousand. 
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TABLE Y 

REPETlTION ANO FRCQYEMCY-Of-USE OF D1Ffl1t£1T IORD8 II 6Plll;DIJLLS II GR!88 8HORTHMIO 

-· Thgftef ift Htr:e'. Li •l ·-~··-·-~-~-
~ 5 6 Z I ., 10 ••x•• 10.QOQ Tpt&la 

t.vr- ••• of Per ••• of ,.,. ••• of ,.,. lo. of Per lo. of Por lo. of Por lo. of Per lo. of ,.,. lo. of Por 
r•oo• lor4o Cont lorde c .. t lor4a · C•t lor4o C.t lortlo c .. t lord• Coat lor4o CMt lor4o C•t lor4o CMt 

2 

J 

lt 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

lO 

Ovor 
10 

Tota lo 

Por c .. t 

of of of of of of of of of 
fttal Total T1tal Total Total Total Total Total total 

239 38.5 

132 21., 

66" 10.J 

50 

27 

20 

2lt 

15 

II 

s 

ll, 

s.1 

If.It 

3.2 

J.9 

2.lt 

,.a 
.a 

s.o 

620 100.0 

209 ltl.7 

110 21., 

68. u., 
lt5 

2l 

It 

II 

6 

It 

13 

,.o 
... , 
2.2 

2.~. 

1.2 

.2 

.a 

2., 

501 100.0 

201 "8.5 

tit 22. 7 

ltlt 10., 

23 

21 

9 

2 

6 

6 

J 

' 

s.s 
s., 
2.2 

.s 
I .lt 

I .It 

.7 

I .It 

lfl5 . 100.0 

180 52.J 

60 17.lt 

... 11.9 

29 

II 

8 

It 

2 

8 

a.It 
.3. 2 

2.3 

1.1 

., 

• .3 

2.3 

31tlf 100.0 

175 ,,.o 
57 19.t 

28 

8 

5 

5 

3 

3 

,.e 
2., 
1.1 

1.1 

1.0 

... 

.It 

.'4 

.9 

287 100.0 

llt7 .s.s.2 

6lt 21t.1 

30 11.J 

12 

6 

2 

'4 

4.5 

2 • .3 

.1 

.If 

, • .s 

2'6 100.0 

112 63.6 

33 ta.a 
l2 

9 

5 

2 

6.8 

s., 
2.a 
,., 
.6 

., 

., 
176 100.0 

1,21, 61t.J 2,.slt6 55,lt 

ltolt 20. 2 

tltJ 1.2 

6lt 3.2 

29 1.s 

17 .s 
II 

10 

5 

It 

.s 

.s 

.2 

.2 

27 1.3 

951t 20. 7 

lf.92 t.lt 

alto .s.1 
121 a.a 
7lt ,., 

51 

40 

25 

ta 

~ 

1.2 

., 

.s 

... 
2.0 

1;997 100.0 4,606 100.0 

of Total 13.lt to.t ,.o 7.lt 6.2 s.a 3.8 lf.3.lt 100.0 

The above taltle Is rHd--th•r• are 239 word• la the f011rth thouaaad that occur la hut Rci..LLt. .ia ktla lbtcY>Msl OAly oaoeJ 
IJ2 wer•• la the fourth tho•• .. d oocur twice, oto, 
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Of the 4,606 different words, 2,546 (or 55.4 per cent) occur 

only once; 954 (or 20.7 per cent} occur twice; and 23.9 per cent occur 

more than twice. The largest number of times any word above the third 

thousand occurs is sixty. This word is a proper noun and is naturally 

placed in the group beyond the tenth thousand. 

Ot 620 different words in the fourth thousand, 38.5 per cent 

occur only once in Sp•ed Drills,!!! Gregg Shorthand; 21.5 per cent 

occur twice; and 39.9 per cent occur more than twice. Of 501 words 

in the fifth thousand, 41.'7 per cent occur once; 21.9 per cent occur 

twice; and 35.4 per cent occur more than twice. As would be expected, 

the percentage of words occurring only once increases as the frequency

of-use decreases; so that, of the 1,997 words above the tenth thousand, 

64.3 per cent occur only once; 20.2 per cent occur twice; and 15.5 

per cent occur more than twice .. 

There are 85.539 running word.s in shorthand in seeed Drills 1! 

Gregg Shorthand. Of these, only 10.631 (or 12.4 per cent) are above 

the third thousand most-used words. Table VI shows the number of' run

ning words in eaeh thousand grouped according to the number of' times 

the words occur in the textbook, and the relation. of these groups 

to the totals. 

Of the 10,631 running words above the third thousand, 2,164 (or 

:20.4 per cent} are in the fourth thousand; 1,413 (or 13.3 per cent) 

are in the fifth thousand; and st.ill smaller percentages are in the 

remaining groups except that 3,822 (or 36.0 per cent) of the words 

are above the tenth thousand. 

Of' the 10,631 rum1ing words above the third thousand, 2,546 ( or 

23.9 per cent) oceur only once; 1,908 (or l?.9 per cent) occur twice; 
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and still smaller percentages occur in all other groups. 

A further examination of Table VI reveals that 11.1 per cent 

of the total running words in the 'fourth thousand occur only onoe; 

14.8 per cent of the running words in tile fifth thousand oeour only 

once; and the percentage of words occurring only once increases with 

the thousands until in the tenth thousand, 55.4 per oent occur only 

once. The percentage of words appearing twice gradually increases 

with the thousands, also, until the ninth thousand, then there is a 

~Taaual decline in the percentages in the tenth and beyond tho tenth 

thousands. 

The per~entages of words occurring five or more times decreases 

with the thousands, so that, in the group appearing more than ten 

times, 26.4 per eent of the words in the fourth thousand occur more 

than ten times, and only 4.1 per cent of the words in the tenth 

thousand occur more than ten times. 

SUMMARY A.ND OONCWSIONS 

(l) Nearly halt (43.4 per cent) of the different words above the 

third thousand appearing in Speed Drills JE. Gres& Shorthand are above 

the tenth thousand. Almost two-thirds of the fourth thousand, but only 

one-half of the fifth thousand most-used. words occur in the textbook. 

Smaller percentages of the remaining frequency groups occur. 

These data imply that Sieed Drills 1:.!! Gregg Shorthand does not 

attempt to provide the pupil with all the words in any thousand below 

the tenth, but plaees a great deal of emp)lasis on words above the tenth. 

If the textbook is to be used early in the shorthand course, the vocabu

lary should be simplified to contain fewer words above the tenth thou

sand and more words in the lower levels. 



(2) A.bout one-eighth (12.4 per cent) of the total running words 

in the textbook are above the third thousand most-used words. Of these, 

36.0 per cent are above the tenth thousand. Therefore, 4.5 per cent 

of the total run.~ing words of the entire book are above the tenth 

thousand. 

Thus it appears that the pupil will constantly study these infre-

quently used words. In a paragraph of 200 words there would be (on 

an average) nine words above the tenth thousand. 

(3) A great proportion (55.4 per cent) of the words above the 

third thousani! occur only once, and only 23.9 per cent occur more 

than twice in the textbook. 

This implies that if the pupil is to master the vocabtllary of the 

textbook, the teacher must provide adequate drill and review :materials 

from sources other than the textbook, inasmuch as, it provides an 

automatic review of only a small portion of the different vrords. 

{4) Because larger percentages of the running words in the lower 
' 

thousands occur six or more times than in the higher thousands, and 

because lar€;er percentages of the running words in the higher oeaur 

from one to three times, it may be concluded that words in the highW 

thousands are not repeated as frequently as words in the lower levels. 
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CH.AFTER V 

COMPARISONS 0]' THE VOCABULARD:S o:F THE THREE BOORS 

In the preceding chapters analyses are presentE}d o!' the vocabu

laries of the Functional Method Manual, Funct1onaJ:. Method Dictation, 

and Sj>!ed Drills.!,!! oi:egg Shorthand.. No attempt was ma.de in these 

chapters to show any relationships between the vocabularies of the 

a iff erent books. 

The purpose of this chapter 1s to compare the vocabulary of the 

Functional Method Manual with that of Functional Method Dictation; 

the vocabulary of the Functional Method Manual with that of Speed 

DrillsJ and the vocabulary of Functional Method Dictation with that of 

Sieed Drills. Each comparison is made to show the relative difficulty 

of the vocabularies of the textbooks, the amount of' overlapping be

tween the textbooks, and the relative vocabulary building power of the 

textbooks. The results :may :prove of great value in determining the 

proper :placement and sequence of the textbooks in the shorthand course. 

Many of the data used in this chapter have already been presented 

in previous chapters. However~ much additional data are presented. 

These were compiled from the alphabetic list of words ( see sample in 

Appendix C). 

THE FUNOTIOMAL MFJr.H'OD J11JOOJAL AND FUUCTIONAL Mifi'H.OD DICTATION 

The data presented in this section show the relative difficulty 

of the vocabularies of the Functional :Method Manual and Functional 

Method Dictation, the amount of overlapping between the vocabularies, 

and the power of the books to build a shorthand vocabulary. 

The following data are presented in Table VII. There are 3,714 

different words above the third thousand contained in Functional 



Method Dietat1on, and 3,701 in the :Functional Method. !!!!,_uaj;_. Ot these, 

559 (or 15.0 per cen.t of the total) in Functional .Method Dictation 

are in the :f'ourtb thousand, and 633 {or 17.1 per cent) in the manual 

are in the fourth thousand. In the fifth thousand, there are 469 (or 

12.6 per cent of the total) 1n Functional .Method Dictation, and there 

are 520 {or 14.l per cent of the total) in the :manual. Still smaller 

percentages are in the remaining thousands, except that in the group 

above the tenth thousand, there are 1,494 (or 40.2 per cent of the total) 

in Functional Method Dictation, and 1,289 (or 34.8 per cent ot' the total) 

in the manual. 

Larger proportions of the words ot the manual are 1n all thousand 

intervals except the seventh thousand and the group above the tenth 

thousand. It appeaTs, therefore, that the manual has a bTeater vocabu

la:ry building power below the tenth thousand than Functional Method 

Dictation, and that Functional.:_ Method Dictation has a greater vocabu

lary above the tenth thousand. 

Of the 1,449 words common to both books, 387 (or 26.? per cent) 

are in the fourth thousand; 275 (or 19.0 per cent) are in the fifth 

thousand; and the percentages decrease until there are only 3.5 per 

cent in the tenth thousand; but in the group above the tenth thousand, 

there are 299 (or 20.6 per cent) different words common to both books. 

Thus, it may be concluded that a great proportion ( about two

thi:rds) of the words oonnnon to both books are in the fourth, fifth, 

and beyonc'! the tenth thousand intervals. Hence. there is compara

tively little repetition of the words in the manual in Functional 

Method Dictation in the intervals between the fifth and tenth 

thousands. 
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TABLE VII SEP 19 1940 

:DIFFERENT Vl0Iill3 IN FUNCTIONAL 1.mlllOD :1lA.NUAL AND FUNCTIONAL MF..'THOD 
DICTATION AS TO THE 11UJ\IIDFR OF WORDS IN EACH THOUSAND INTERVAL 

... 
Thou- Functional Functional Manual• Common to Both 
sand Dictation 
Inter- No. of Per Cent No. of Per Cent No. of' Per Cent 
val. Words of Total Words of Total Wordo ot Total 

4 559 15.0 633 17.l 387 26.7 

5 469 12.6 521 14.l 275 19.0 

6 322 8.7 360 9.7 164 11.3 

7 281 7.6 272 '7.3 121 8.4 

8 223 6.0 235 6.4 84 5.8 

9 211 5.7 226 6.1 68 4.7 

10 155 4.2 165 4.5 51 3.5 

Beyond 
10,000 1;494 40.2 1,289 34.8 299 20.6 

Totals 3,714 100.0 3,701 100.0 1,449 100.0 

~n these columns-vary slightly fro• those in Chapter ll--9robably because of different 
methods used in compiling the two sets of data. 

In Table VIII is shown the percentage relationship o~ the total 

vocabulary of each of the two textbooks and the words com.~on to these 

two books to the total number of different words in the two books 

{taken together). Thus, of 805 different words in the fourth thou-

sand in the combined vocabularies of the two books, 559 (or 69.5 per 

cent) occur in Functional Method Dictation; and 633 (or 78.6 per cent) 

occur in the roa.nual. That is, so far as the number of different 

words in the fourth thousand is concerned. the manual is 78.6 per 

cent as good as the combined vocabulary, and Functional Method 12!2.=. 

tation h~s 69.5 per cent of all the words in the two books in this . -.l ~,:. .. . " 
interval. It is observed that the manual contains hlgtte;:po~en~ages . . . . 

. . . . 
' .. . ( . ~ 

' ....... l ' .... 

,,' 
. . . .. ' . . . . . 
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in a.11 intervals except the se,renth thousand and the group above the 

tenth thousand. Of a total of 5,966 different word.a ahove the third 

thousand in both books combined, 3,714 {or 62.3 per cent) may be found 

in Functional. Method Dictation and 3,701 (or 62.0 per cent) may be 

found in the manual. (These percentages would be about the same, 

natm:ally, since the two books contain approximately the same number 

of different words.) The foregoing data substantiate the conclusion 

already drawn-that the manual is superior to Functional Method~ 

ta.t1on in building a vocabulary below the tenth thousand. 

TABLE VIII 

PROPORTION Olt' TOTAL DIFFERENT WORDS IN FUNCTIONAL MJ!,'THOD DICTATION 
lu""ID THE FUNCTIONAL METHOD MANUAL WHICH AF.t'EAR D'l' BOTH .AND EITHER 

Thou- Combined Functional Functional Oor.rmon to Both 
sand Vooabult!7: Dictation Manual Books 
Inter- No. of Per No. of Per No. of Per No. of Per Cent 
val Words Cent Words Cent Words Cent Words 0~ 

of of of Combined 
Tot.al Com- Com-

bined bined 

4 805 13.5 559 69.5 633 78.6 387 48.l 

5 715 12 .. 0 469 65.5 521 73.0 275 38.5 

6 518 8.7 322 62.2 360 69.5 164 31.7 

7 432 7.2 281 65.0 272 63.0 121 28.0 

8 374 6.3 223 59.6 235 62.8 B4 22.4 · 

9 369 6.2 211 56.,2 226 61.2 68 18.4 

10 269 4.5 155 57.6 165 61.4 51 19.0 

Beyond 
10,000 2484 41.6 1494 60.l 1289 51.9 299 1.2.0 

Totals 5966 100.0 3714 62.5 3701 62.0 1449 24.3 
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Of' the 806 different words in the fourth thousand in the combined 

vocabularies. 387 (or 48.l per cent} occur in both books. In the fifth 

thou.sand, of 715 in the combined vocabularies, 275 (or 38.5 per cent} 

oocur in both books. The percentages decrease as the i'requency-of-

u.se decreases, so that in the group beyond 'ten thousand onl.y 12.0 

per cent occur in both books. Ota total oombined vocabulary of 

5,966 different words a'bove the third thousand in the two books, 1,449 

{ or 24.3 per cent) occur in both books. Thus, o:n.ly about one-fourth ot 

the total different words above the third thousand are common to the 

two books. This may mean that there is little overlapping of th~ 

vocabularies of the books above the third thousand most-used words. 

The degree to which.there is overlapping between the vocabularies 

of the two books 1s revealed in Table rx:. Of the different words in 

the fourth thousand, 559 appear in Functional Method ~~ and 

65!.'i appear in the manual; 38? of these are common to the two books. 

That is, 69.4 per cent of the words in the fourth thousand in Func

tional Method Dictation occur also in the manual; and 61.0 per cent 

of the words in the fourth thousand in the manual appear also in 

Functional :Method Dictation.. It is observed that the percentages of 

overlapping decrease with the higher intervals so that in the group 

beyon-0 the tenth thousand, only a.o per cent of' the words in Func

tional Methoc Dictation occur in the manual; and. only 23.2 per cent o:f 

the words in the manual occur in :Functional Method Dictation. In all 

intervals, except the eeventh thousand and the grou:p above the tenth 

thousand, the percentage oi' overlapping is higher for Functional 

Method 1)1ctat1on thRn for the 1,ianual ( this is naturally true, since 

the manual contains a more extensive vocabulary in all but these 

intervals). 



TABLE IX 

OVERLAPPillG OF THE VOCABULARIJiS OF FOMCTIONAL METHOD DICTATION AND 
THE FUNCTIONAL· _Mml'HOD MANUAL 

---·---··....,, -
Thou- Functional Functional Words Oo:m.mon to Both 
sand Dictation Manual 
Inter- No. Per Cent No. Per Cent No. Per Cent of Per Cent ot 
val of of of of of F\metional :Functional 

Words Total Words Total \forda Dictation Manual 

4 559 15.0 6H 17.l 38'1 69.4 61.0 

5 469 12.6 521 14.l 275 58.& 52.7 

6 322 8.7 360 9.7 164 52.5 45.6 

? 281 7.6 272 7.3 121 43.0 44.4 

8 223 6.0 235 6.4 84 3'1.6 35.'7 

9 211 5.7 226 6.1 68 . 32.2 30.l 

10 155 4.2 165 4.5 51 32.9 30.9 

Beyond 
10,000 1,494 40.2 1,289 34.8 299 20.0 23.2 

Totals 3,714 100.0 3,701 100.0 1,449 39.0 39.2 

ot the total words above the third thousand, 1,449 are comm.on to 

both books. These constitute 39.0 per eent of the Functional Method 

Dictaticm vocabulary above the third thousand; and 39.2 per cent of 

the manual irocabulaey above this level. Tb118, only abo11t two-fit'ths 

of the words above the third thous-and in either book are contained 

in the other .. However, in the fourth thousand, the proportion is about 

two-thirds; and beyond the tenth thousand, the proportion is about one-

fifth. It appears, therefore, that in the intervals above the third 

thousand, l'unot1onal !lethod Dictation reviews only about two-fifths 

{39.2 per eent) of the vocabulary ot the manual; however, in the 
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• tourth, f1f'th, and sixth thousands more than halt of the words of the 

manual are repeated in Functional Method Dictation. 

Now, one of the purposes of Functional Method Dictation is to 

review the niannal. Mr. Leslie HJ8: 

It has long been the practice to set aside a certain 
n:umber ot periods for a tO'l'ffl&.l. review ot the principles 
of:ahorthani!• usually jut after the completion of the 
t«x:tbook. The technique of the J'unctional Method Jlakes no 
specific allotmeat of time tor formal review •. The Functional 
M~~ is o~ized to take advantage. to the fullest extent, 
lit the automatic ru1• inherent 111 the study of a subject 
such as shorthand. 

But, since only two-f'ittha of the vocabulary above the third thou-

sand ot the :m&nua.1 is reviewed in Functio~ .Method Dictation, it is 

con-eluded that the manual voea.bulary is not reviewed, unless it 

happens that the worda which are not repeated have al.ready been com

pletely !l'.astered so that further repetition 1s wmecessary. However, 

it is in the sixth to the tenth thousands and in the group beyond the 

tenth tho~sand that smaller pereentages of' the different words in the 

manual are repeated in Functional Aiethod Dictation; and it is 1n these 

same intervals that words occur less than twice each ( on an average) 

in the Functional ~o4 Mamaal. Thus• the conclusion that FUnctio!¥1l 

Met.hod Die~tion does :not adequately- review the vocabulary o:f the inanual 

is substantiated. 

The vocabularies ot the two textbooks as to the number of running 

words in each interval are compared in Table X. Ot a total of 65,126 

running 1'l.1rds in Functional Methoa Dictation, 58,550 (or 90.0 per 

cent) aro below the fourth thousand; 1,208 (or 1.9 per cent) are in 

the tourth thousand; 936 (or 1.4 per cent} are in the fifth thousand; 

16 Louis A. Leslie. Functional Method Teacher's Handbook. Gregg Pub
lishing Company, New York, 1936. p. 40. 



1.992 {OJ~ 3.0 :per cent) are in the sixth to the tent.h thousands, 

inclusivo; and 2,440 (or 3.7 per cent) a.re above the tenth thousand 

Of a total of 66,210 run.."'ling words in the Functional Method 

Ma.nu.al, f.,5.834 (or 88.9 per cent) are below the fourth thousand; 1.761 

( or 2. 7 pe1· cent) are in the foi1rth thousand; 1,117 ( or 1. 7 ;per cent) 

are in the fifth thousand; 2,!)95 (or 3.6 per cent) are in the sixth 

to the tent,h thousands, inclusive; and 2,083 (or 3.1 per cent) are 

beyond the tenth thousand. 

Thus• the manual contains a sma1ler.:;,proportion _of running words 

below the fourth thou.vand than Func1w.oual · Me+Jlod Dictation, and it con-

tains larger proportiou in all other intervals except the group 

beyond the ten.th thousanil--here Functional Method D1etHtion contains 

a larger percentage of its words. 

It :may be concluded from these de.ta that Funetional Method Die--
tation contains fewer words per hundred running words above the third 

thousand than the manual; therefore, the vocabulary oi' P'lmctional 

Method Dictation is not so difficult as that of the manual; however, 

this is partly counter b&lanoed by the larger percentage contained 

in Functional Method Dictation above the tenth thousand. 

However, due to the fact that the first half of the manual is 

composed. of very simple material, it is implied that the vocabulary of 

the latter halt' is more difficult than th.at ot Funotional Method~ 

tation. Therefore, if' more difficult materials should-follow easier 

materials• it is probable that Functional l'Iethod Dictation should not 

follow the manual. 



TABLE X 

RUNNING WORDS IN FUNCTIONAL :METHOD DICTATION 
AND THE FlmC'fIONAL METHOD MANUAL 

Thou- ~ct1onal Method Dictation rwustional Method Manual 
sand 
Inter- No. of Per Cent No. ot Per Cent 
val fiords of Total Words of Total 

l-3 58,550 90~0 58,834. 88.9 

4 1,208 1.9. l,'181 2.;7 

5 936 1.4 l,ll'7 1.7 

6-10 1,992 3.0 2,395 3.6 

Beyond 
10,000 2,.440 3.V 2.083 3.'l 

Totals 65,126 100 .. 0 66,210 100.0 

THE FONCT IONAL 1(ll!ffl0D MANUAL AND SPEED DRILLS IN GREGG SHOli.'TRAND 

Data are presented in this section to·ahow the relative d1:t'1'i-
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culty of the vocabularies of the Functional Method Manual 8.Dd Speed 

Drills ,!a Greg Shorthand, the amount of overlapping between the 

vocabularies, and the power of the books to build. a shorthand voeabu-

lary. 

Frota the data presented in 'l'e.ble XI, observe that there is a 

total of 4,606 different worcts above the third thousand in SReed 

Drills and 3,701 1n the manual. Whereas, 1n the :fourth· thousand 

there are 620 (or 13.4 per cent ot the·total) in SReed Drills; there 

are 633 (or 17.l per cent of the total} w1th1tl the manual. In the 

fifth thouaand, there are 501 (or 10.9 per cent) in s1eed Drills 

and 521 (or 14.1 per cent) 1n the manual. In.the sixth thousand 

there are 415 {or 9.0 per cent) in Speed Drills and 360 (or 9.7 per 
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cent) in the manual. 

The manual contains a larger percentage of different words in 

all but the seventh and the group above the tenth thousand intervals. 

In the aeventh thousand there is little difference; but be,ond the 

tenth thousand are found l,997 {or 43.4 per eent o:r the total) or 

the different words in Speed Drills, compared with 1,289 (or M.8 

per cent of the total) different words in the manual. 

Thu. larger proportions of the words of the :manual are in all 

thousand intervals except the seventh thousand and the group above 

the tenth thousand. It appean, therefore• that the manual places . 

greater e:m.pha81s on words below the tenth thousand than S,R!!d Drills, 

and that S!!ecl Drills plaeee greater emphasis on the words above the 

tenth thousand. 

Ot the 1,424 different word.a common to.both books, 413 (or 29.1 

per cent) are in the fourth thousand; 2B8 (or 20.2 per oen't) are in 

the fifth; 190 (or 13.3 per cent} are in the sixth; still smaller 

percentages are in the remaining intervals, except that in the group 

above the tenth thousand there are 192 (or 13.5 per cent) or the differ

ent words common to both books. Thus, it may be concluded that a 

great proportion othe words common to both books are in the fourth, 

:titth, and beyond the tenth thousand intervals,. Renee, there is 

comparatively little repetition of the words in the manual in Speed 

Drills in the sixth to the tenth thousands, inclusive. 

The larger percentages in the fourth, fifth, and beyond the 

tenth thousand intervals 1s probably due to the fact that both bo9ks 

cont.a.in. larger percentages of different words in these groups. How

ever, in the fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth thousands, 



the percentages of the total word.a common to the two books are larger 

than the percentages of the total words in these groups to the totals 

ot either textbook; whUe 1n the remaining intenals. the percentages 

of words common to the two books are smaller the the percentages ot the 

total words in either of the two books. Thua, there is more over-

lapping in the lower thousands than at higller lnels. 

'!'ABLE XI 

DIFFJi:REN:l' WOROO IN SPEED lEn.I..S IN GRli:00 SHORTHAND AND 'i'HE FUNCTIONAL 
Mm!OD MANUAL AS TO THE NUMB:lm or WOBnS IN EACH THOUSAND INTERVAL 

Thou- S1,!e4 Dr1;LJ:e Functional Manual common to Both 
sand No. of Per Cent No. of Per Cent No. of Per Cent 

Words of Total Words of Total Words ot Totai 

' 620 13.4 653 17 .. 1 413 29.1 

5 501 10.e 521 14.l 288 20.2 

6 415 9.0 360 9.7 190 13.3 

? 344 7.4 272 '} .3 U9 8.4 

8 287 6.2 235 6.4 103 '1.2 

g 266 5.8 226 6.1 66 4.6 

10 176 3.8 165 4.5 53 3.7 

Bey-ond 
10,000 1,99'1 ~.4 1,289 34.8 192 13.5 

'rota.ls 4,606 100.0 3,701 100.0 1,424 100.0 

The percentage relationship of the total vocabulary above the 

third thousand of eaoh of the two textbooks. and the words common to 

these two books, to the total number o:r d1tterent words above the 

third thousand in the two books (taken together) is shown 1n Table 

XII. Of the 840 different words in the tourth thousand, 620 (or 
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75.9 per cent) occur in speed Drills and 633 (or 75.4 per cent) 

occur in the manual. o:r 734 different words in the fifth thousand, 

501 (or 68.2 per cent) occur in Speed Drills and 521 (or 71.0 per cent) 

occur in the manual. In every thousand interval except the group 

above the tenth thousand, the manual contains a larger proportion of 

the words in the combined vocabulary than Speed Drills; hovJeVer, in 

the group above the tenth thousand Speed Drills contains 1,997 ( or 

64.6 per cent) and the manual contains 1,289 (or 41.6 per cent) of the 

total different words above the tenth thousand in the two books. 

Of a total of 6,883 different words in all intervals, Speed 

Drills contains 4,606 (or 66.9 per cent) and the manual contains only 

5,701 (or 53.7 per cent). 

Thus, the manual contains a broader vocabulary and a larger pro

po:rtion of the combined vocabulary than Speed Drills in all intervals 

within the first ten thousand; but Speed Drills contains a greater 

proportion of the total different words above this level. Of the 

total words in all intervals, the manual contains a little more than 

half, while Speed Drills contains a little more than two-thirds. 

These data substantiate the conclusion that s2eed Drills places greater 

emphasis on words above the tenth thousand, while the manual places 

greater emphasis on those groups below the tenth thousand. 

The manual affords a more complete vocabulary at·all levels 

below the tenth thousand, in spite of the fact that s;eeed Drills 

contains more running words a.nd more different words. Thus. the 

manual affords a more efficient means of .studying the words below the 

tenth thousand .. 

Of the 840 different words in the fourth thousand in the combined 



Tocabularies, 413 (or 49.3 per cent) are common to both books. In 

the f'ittb. thousand, 39.2 per eent of the total 81"8 common to both books; 

in the s1rth thousand, 32.5 per eent of the total are common to both; 

and still smaller percentages are comm.on to both books in the seventh. 

eighth, ninth. tenth and beyond the tenth thousand intervals. Of 

· 3 • 094 different words aqove the tenth thousand in the combined vocabu-

lary, only 192 (or ~.l .. Pff cent) are common to both books. Ot the 

total vocabulary- of the two books, only 20.6 per cent is common to 

both. 

TABLE XII 

PROPOR'l'ION or· DIFFERENT WOROO m SPEED DRIIJ.S IN GREGG SHORI'HAND AND 
THE FUNCTIONAL MJ:r.HOD MANUAL WHICH APPEAR IN BOTH AND E!'.t'HER 

Thou- Combined 'Speed Drills Functional COmmon to Both 
sand Vocabula& Manual Books 
Inter- No. Per No. Per' No. Per No. Per 
val ot Cent ot Oent ot Cent of Cent 

Word a of Words of Words or Words of 
Total Com- com- Oom-

bined bined. bined 

& 840 12.2 620 73.9 633 75.4 413 49.3 

5 '13' 10.7 501 68.2 521 'll.O 288 39.2 

6 585 8.5 415 71.0 360 61.5 190 32.5 

7 497 7.2 344 69.2 272 54.'1 ll9 23 .. 9 

8 419 6.1 287 68.5 235 56.l 103 24.6 

9 426 6.2 266 62.5 226 53.0 66 15.5 

10 288 4.2 176 61.1 165 57.3 53 18.4 

Beyond 
10,000 s.094 44.9 1.997 64.6 1,289 41.6 192 6.2 

Totals 6,885 100.0 4,606 66.9 3,701 53.7 1,424 20.6 



Thua, only about one-fif'th of the total vocabulary or both books 

is common to both. This indicates that there 1s little overlapping; 

however, 1n the lower intervals there is about one-half of' the vrords 

common to both books, and in the upper intervals, less than one fifth 

or the total words are conmon to both books. 

Table XIIl is presented to show more clearly the amount of over-

le.p/ing of the voeabularios of the two boob. 

'!'ABLE XIII 

OVERLAPPING OF THE VOCABULARD.S OF SPEJID DRILLS IN GllGG SHORTHAND 
AND THE FONCTIONAL HE'JROD MANUAL 

Theu- S;2!ed Drills Jfan\1al. Woris Common to Both 
sand No. Per Cent No. Per Cent No. Per Cent of Per Cent ot 
Inter- of ot ot ot of Speed Jla.D.ual 
val Words Total Words Total Words Drills 

4 620 13.4 633 1'1.l 413 66.6 65.2 

5 501 10.9 521 14.l 288 57~5 55.2 

6 415 9.0 360 9.7 190 45.'7 5B.8 

7 3'4 7.4 272 '1.3 119 34.6 43.7 

8 28'1 6.2 235 6.4 103 55.9 43.8 

9 266 5.8 2!6 6.1 66 24.8 29.2 

10 176 s.a 165 4.5 53 30.l 32.l 

'Beyond 
10,000 1997 43.4 1,289 M.8 192 9.6 14.9 

Totals 4606 100 .. 0 3.701 100.0 1,424 50.9 38.4 

Ot the different words in the fourth thousand, 620 appear in 

Speed Drills, and 633 appear in the manual; 413 of these are common 

to the two books. That is, 66.6 per cent of the words in the fourth 

thousand in Speed Drills occur also in the manual; and 65.2 per cent 



of the words in this interval in the manual appear also in Speed Drills. 

It is observed that the percentages of overlappiug decrease with the 

higher intervals so that in the group beyond the tenth thousand, only 

9.6 per eent o:f the words in Speed Drills occur in the manual; and 

14.9 per cent of the words in the :manual occur in Speed Drills. In 

all intervals above the fifth thousand. the percentage ot overlapping 

is higher for Speed Drills than for the manual (this is nuturally 

true since the manual contains a less extensive '.V'Ocabul..ary in all 

intervals above this level). 

Of the total words above the third thousand, 1 1424 are comm.on to 

both books. These coru,titute !38.4 per oent o:f the vocabulary of the 

manual. It ap:peare, therefore, that in the intervals above the third 

thousand, Speed Drills reviews slightly less than two-fifths of the 

vocabulary of the manual. In the preceding section it was shown that 

Functional Method Dictation, also, reviews about two-fifths of the 

vocabulary of the manual. Therefore, it may be concluded that the 

two books afford about the same amount of review so :far as the num

ber of different worcls repeated are oonoerned. 

Further comparing these data with those in the preceding section 

(see the discussion of Table IX) observe that Speed Drills has a 

greater degree of overlapping (repeats a larger proportion of the 

manual vooabula17) in all intervals except the group beyond the 

tenth thousand than Functional Methoo Dictation. Thus, it appears 

that Speed Drills affords a more thorough review of the words in all 

intervals within the first ten thousand, and that Functional :Method 

Dictation provides a more thorough review of words above the tenth 

thousand. However, a slightly greater proportion of the manual 
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Tooabulfll?' in all interrals above the third thousand is repe.ated in 

Functional Method Dictation. It cannot b.e concluded whether or not 

one book is superior for review than the other. However, due to its 

more extensive vocabulaey (and sliglltl7 smaller amount of overlapping) 

Speed Drills is superior for building a shorthand vocabular.r in fiery 

interval. 

As to the number of running words in each interval , the vocabu

laries or the two books are compared in Table XIV. Ota total of 

85,539 running word.a 111 Speed Drills, 74,908 (or 8'7.5 per cent} are 

below the fourth thousand; 2,164 (or 2.5 per cent) are in the fourth 

thousand; 1,413 (or 1.7 per cent) are in the fitth thousand; 3,232 

(or 3.8 per cent) are in the sixth to the tenth thousands, inclusive; 

and 3,822 (or 4.5 per cent) are beyond the tenth thousand. 

In the !'Unctional Method Manual, of a total of 66,210 running 

words, 58,834 (or 88.9 per eent) are below the fourth thouand; 1,781 

(or 2.? per cent) are in the fourth thousand; 1,117 (or 1.7 per cent) 

are in the fitth thouaand; 2,395 (or 5.6 per cent) are in the sixth to 

the tenth thousands, inclusive; and 2,083 (or 3.1 per cent) are bey-ond 

the tenth thousand. 

Thus, the manual contains larger proportions of its total running 

words below the fourth thousand and in the fourth thousand; while 

Speed Drills contains larger proportions of its total running words in 

all intervals above the fifth thousand. 

Thus it ll'laT be concluded that Speed Drills contains more or the 

comparatively difficult words per hundred running words than the 

manual, and that the manual contains more easy words per hundred 

runniq words than Speed Drills. There:tore, so far as ·voca.b'Ulal"3" 
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vocabulary is concerned, Speed Drills has the more dit't'icult materials. 

'l'.ABLE XIV 

RUUNmG WOROO IN SPEED DRIU.S IN GIUOOG .smm'.fflAND 
AND THE FUNCTIONAL ?ml'HOD MANUAL 

Thou- SJM!!d Drills Vanual 
sand. No. of Per Oent No. ot Per Cent 

Words ot Total Words ot' Total 

1-3 ~4,908 8'1.5 58,854 88.9 

4 2,164 2.5 1, '18l. 2.7 

5 l,413 l.7 1,117 1.7 

6•10 S,252 3.8 2,395 3.6 

Beyond 
10,000 5.e22 4.5 2,083 3.1 

Total.a 85,539 100.0 66,210 100.0 

FUNCTIONAL ME.'mOD DICTATION AND SPEED DR!IJ..S IN GREGG SHORTHAND 

The purposes of this section are to show the relative dift'ieuJ.ty 

ot' the vocabularies of Functional .Method Dictation and Speed Drills 

in Gr!¥ Shorthand, the amount of overlapping between the vocabularies, 

and the power of the books to build a shorthand vocabulary. These 

data may be interpreted to indicate the order in which the boob 

should be used in the shorthand course, or whether or not they should 

be used in the same course. 

The proportions of the total voeabu1ar1es of the two textbooks 

which appear in the various intervals are shown in Table XV. There 

1s a total of 4,606 di:fferent words above the third thousand 1n speed 

Drills, and 3,714 different words in Functional Method Dictation above 

above this level. In the fourth thousand, there are 620 (or 13.4 



per cent of the total) different words in S;Eeed Drills, and 559 (or 

15.0 per cent of the total) in Functional Method Dictation. In the 

fifth thousand, there are 501 (or 10.9 per oent} in S~eed Drills, 

and 469 (or 12.6 per cent) in Functional Method Dictation. In the 

sixth thousand, there are 415 (or 9.0 per cent) in Speed Drills. alld 

322 {or 8.7 per cent) in Functional Method Dictation. Continuing in 

this manner through Table n, observe that in both books, the :percent-

ages grow smaller in the higher levels, except that in the group beyond 

the tenth thousand, there are 1,997 (or 45.4 per cent of the total) 

in Speed Drills, and 1,494 (or 40.2 per cent of the total) in Functional 

Method Dictation. 

TABLE 73 

Dil'FERENT WORJ:5 IN SPEED DRILLS m GRF.00 SHORTHAND AND FONC'flON.Al. 
m'HOD DICTATION AS TO THE NUMBER Ol!' WOROO Il{ EACH THOUSAND INTERVAL 

Thou- s;2eed Drills Fu~ctiona.l Dictation CODD!Ol'.1 t.o Both 
sand No. of Per Cent No. of Per Cent No. ot Per Cent 

Words ot Total Words of Total Words ot Total. 

4 620 13.4 559 15.0 416 23.9 

5 501 10.9 469 12.6 292. 16.8 

6 415 9.0 322 8.7 205 ll.8 

7 344 7.4 281 7.6 152 8.7 

8 287 6.2 223 6.0 124 7.1 

9 266 5.8 211 5.7 105 6.0 

10 176 3.8 155 4.2 72 4.1 

Beyond 
10,000 1,997 43.4 1,494 40.2 376 21.6 

Totals 4,606 100.0 3,714 100.0 l,?42 100.0 
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Functional Method Dictation has larger proportions of its vocabu

lary' in the :f'ourth, fifth, seventh, and tenth thousands; and Speed 

Drills. naturally. has larger proportions of it:s total vocabulary 

in the remaining intervals. There is not a great deal of difteren.ce 

between the proportions of the vocabulariea at the various levels; 

but it appears that Speed Drills has slightly larger proportions in 

the higher intenala (taken as a whole) and Functional Method Dicta-

1!2! has slightly larger proportions in the lower intervals. Therefore, 

Speed Drqls has a slightly more difficult vocabulary. 

Thero are l,'1'2 ditf'erent words which are conunon to the vocabu

laries of the two books. Of' these, 416 (or 23.9 per cent) are in the 

fourth thousand; 292 (or 16.8 per cent) are in the f11'th thousand; 

205 (or 11.8 per cent) are in the sixth thousand; 152 (or 8.7 per 

cent) are in the seventh thou,and. Still smaller percentages are in 

the eighth, ninth, and tenth thousands. In the group above the tenth 

thousand, there are 376 (or 21.6 per cent of the total) .. 

Thus, e. great proportion of the words common to both books is in 

the fourth, fifth, and above the tenth thousand intervals, taken to- . 

gether. Smaller proportions ot the words in the intervals between these 

are common to the two books. Hence, either 01" the books repeats 

comparatively few words that occur in the other in the sixth, seventh, 

eighth, ninth, and. tenth thousands. 

The data presented in Table XVI provide further evidence of' this. 

Of 763 di.tterent words in the fourth thousand in the combined vocabu

laries of the two books, 620 {or 81.2 per oent} appear in Speed Drills 

and 559 (or 73.2 per cent) appear in Functional Method Dictation. 

Of 678 different words in the fifth thousand in the combined 
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vocabularies; 501 (or 74.0 per cent) occur in §Peed Drills, and 469 

(or 69.l per cent) occur in Functional Method Dictation. Continuing 

through Table XVI in this manner, it is observed that Speed Drills 

coIJ.tains greater proportions of the combined vocabulary in every inter-

val than Functional Method Dictation. or the total different words 

above the third thousand in the eombined vocabulary of the two boo.ks* 

70.0 per cent are contained in S!&ed Drills, and 56.4 per cent are 

contained 111 F\mctional Method Dictation. These data show that 

Speed Drills is 70.0 pe,r cent as good as the two books together so 

far as the size of the vocabulary is concerned• and Functional Method 

Dictation is 56.4 per cent as good as the combined materials. 

TABLE XVI 

PROPOR.rION OF Dil!"FERENT WORIE IN SPEED DRn.IS IN GREGG SHORfHAND AND 
FUNCTIONAL BrHOD DICTATION WHICH APPF.AR IN BOTH AND E:rrHI!m. 

Thou- Combined Speed Drills Functio.nal Common to Both 
sand Vocabulu:r Dictation Books 
Inter- No. Pft' No,. Per Bo. Per No .. Per 
val of Cent ot Cent of Oent of Cent 

Words or Words of 'lords ot Words ot 
Total Com- Oom- Com-

bined billed bined 

4 765 ll.6 620 81,.2 559 73.2 416 54.5 

5 6'78 10.3 501 74.0 469 69.l 292 43.1 

6 552 s.1 415 78.0 322 60.5 205 38.6 

7 4'13 7.2 344 72.6 281 59.4 152 32.l 

8 386 5.7 287 74.4 223 57.8. 124 32 .. l 

9 372 5.7 266 71.5 211. 56.7 105 28.2 

10 259 4.0 176 67.9 ll55 98.5 72 27.8 

Beyond 
10,000 3,U5 47.4 1,997 64.3 1,494 48.0 376 12.1 

Total.a 6,578 100.0 4,,606 70.0 3,714 56.4 l,'142 26.5 
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of the 763 different words in the fourth thousand in the combined 

vocabulary,_ 416 (or 54.5 per cent) are common to the vocabularies of both 

books. In the remaining intervals, the percentages grow smaller as the 

interval becomes higher, until in the group beyond the tenth thousand, 

only 12.l per cent of the combined vocabulary are common to both books. 

Thus, very small proportions of the words at the higher levels are 

common to the two books. 

It appears, therefore. that there is little review and little 

overlapping in the higher intervals, and about half of the oombined 

vocabulary in the fourth thousand is common to the two books. 

In Table XVII the percentages are so arranged as to indicate the 

overlapping of the vocabularies of the two textbooks. Of the differ

ent words in the fouJ~th thousand, 620 are in Speed Drills , and 559 

are in Functional 11.ethod Dictation; 416 of these are common to the two 

books. Thus, 67.l per cent of the words in the fourth thousand in 

Speed;_ Drills are also in Functional Method Dictation; and 74.4 per 

cent of the words in this interval in Functional Method Dictation 

are also in Speed Drills. As woUl.d be expected., the percentages grow 

smaller in the higher intervals so that in the group beyond the tenth 

thousand, only 18.8 per cent of the vocabulary of Speed Drills is also 

found in Functional Method Dictation, and 25.2 per cent of the vocabu

lary of Functional Method Dictation is founo. in s12eed Dril.ls. Of the 

total vocabularies above the third thousand, Functional Method Dicta

.ll2a· contains 37 .e per cent of the words found in Speed Drills; and 

Speed Drills contains 44.5 per cent of the vocabulary of Functional 

2.rethod Dictation .. Thus, the proportion of repetition and overlapping 

is from two-thirds to three-fourths in the 'fourth thousand and gradually 
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decreases until in the group above the tenth thousand, it is about one-

fifth to one-tourth. Therefore, there is, comparatively speaking, 

a great deal of overlapping in the lower intervals and little over-

lapping in the higher intervals. 

TABLE XVII 

OVERLAPPING OF THE VOCABOLARIES OF SPERO DRJLtS IN GREGG SHORTIWID 
ANDFONCTIOMAL S'.mOD DICTATION 

Thou- Speel.Drtlls Functional Words Oommen to Both 
sand Dictation 
Inter- No. Per Cent N<>. Per Cent No. Per Cent of Per Cent of 
val ot ot ot ot of Spee4 FUnetional 

Words Total Wonls Total Words Drills Dictation 

4 620 13 •• 559 15.0 416 67.l 74,.4 

5 501 10.9 469 12.6 292 58.4 62.2 

6 415 9.0 322 8.7 205 49.4 63.7 

'l 344 7.4 281 ., .6 152 44.1 54<!0 

a 287 6.2 223 6.0 124 4..'3.2 55.5 

9 266 5.8 !11 5.7 105 39.4 49.8 

10 176 3.8 155 4.2 72 40.9 28.2 

Beyond 
10,000 1,997 43.4 1,494 40.2 376 18.8 25.2 

Totals 4,606 100.0 3,'714 100.0 l,'?42 37.8 44.5 

Table X shows the percentage and number of running words found in 

each interval in each book. These data may be interpreted as tallows: 

in every 1,000 running words of average material found in Functional 

Method Dictation. there a.re 900 words within the t"irst three thou-

sand; 19 words in the fourth thousand; and 14 in the fifth thousand; 

9 in the sixth; 7 in the seventh; 6 in the eighth; 5 in the ninth; 
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3 in the tenth; ud 37 above the tenth thousand. In every 1,000 run-

ning in s2eed Drills, there are 875 words within the first three thou~ 

sand most-used words; 25 in the fourth thousand; 17 in. the tifth; 11 

in the sixth; etc.; and 45 in the group above the tenth thousand. 

•rhese da:t.a sh.ow that greater proportions or the vocabulary of 

Spe~ Drills are in all intervals aboTe the third thousand than of 

the vooabuJ.&17 of Functional Method Dictation. A greater proportion 

of the words below the fourth thousand is found in J'wlctional Method 

Dictation. Therefore. the vocabulary and the materials of Speed 

Drills are more advanced, and tor this reason Functional Method Dicta-

.1!£a should not follow Speed Drills in the shorthand course. 

'!'ABLE XVIII 

RONNING WOROO IN FUNCTIONAL METHOD DICTATION 
AND SPEED DRILLS m GREGG SHORTHAND 

Thou- Si,!eti Drills Functional Dictation 
sand Na. of Per Cent No. of Per Cent 

Woria 01' Total · Words of Total 

1-3 'l4r,908 87,.5 58,550 90.0 

4 2,164 2.5 1,208 1.9 

5 1,413 1.7 936 1.4 

6 972 1.1 617 .9 

7 844 l.O 470 .7 

8 542 .6 356 .6 

9 558 .7 328 .5 

10 316 .4 221 .3 

Beyond 
10,000 3,822 4 .• 5 2,440 3.7 

Totals 85,539 100.0 65.126 100.0 
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SUMMARY Al'® CONCLliS IONS 

(1) Larger proportions of the different words of the manual are in 

all intervals above the third thousand, except the seventh and the 

group above the tenth thousand. It appears, therefore, that the manual 

has a greater vocabulary building power below the tenth thousand than 

Functional Method Dictation. and that Functional Method Dictation has 

a greater vooabulary above the tenth thousand. 

(2) About two-fifths of the vocabulary above the third thousand 

of either the manual or Functional Method Dictation may be found in 

the other book. Thus, three-fifths of the words in either book are 

not contained in the other. Therefore, so far as voeabula!'Y' building 

is concerned, the two books may be used advantageously in the same 

course. 

Functional Method Dictation does not re-view more than two-fifths 

of the vocabulary above the third thousand in the manual, and so for 

review perposes, it oannot be depended upon. Thus, the teacher must 

provide other materials for reviewing the manual vocabulary above the 

third thousand. 

(3) The manual contains a smaller proportion/of running words 

below the fourth tho1.;sand than Functional Method Dictation, and it 

contains larger proportions of its total vocabulary in all other 

intervals except the group beyond the tenth thousand. 

It appears, therefore, that the materials of Functional Method 

Dictation are not so difficult as the materials of the manual. (This 

is true in spite of the fact that the vocabulary of the first half of 

the manual is very simple.) 
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For this reason, it is pro'ttable that Functional Method Dictation 

should not be used :following the manual, assuming that more difficult 

materials should follow easier materials. 

( 4) Larger proportions of the di:f'f erent word.a above the third 

thousand or the manual are in all intervals, except the seventh and the 

group above the tenth thousand,than in Speed Drills. A larger pro

portion of the words above the third thousand in Speed Drills is 

above the tenth thousand. than in the manual. It appears, therefore, 

that the manual places greater emphasis on words below the tenth 

thousand, while Speed Drills places greater emphasis on words above 

the tenth thousand. 

(5) SReed Drills reviews slightly less than two-fifths of the 

vocabulary of the manual; and nearly seventy per cent of the words 

above the third thousand or SEeed Drills do not occur in the manual. 

Therefore, so tar as vocabulary building is concerned, the two 

books may be used advantageously in the same course, for the over

lapping is not great. l!~or review purposes, s12eed Drills reviews less 

than two-fifths of the manual vocabulary above the third thousand. 

(6) The manual contains larger proportions of its total running 

words below the fourth thousand and in the fourth thousand; while 

Speed Drills contains larger proportions of its total running words 

in all intervals above the fifth thousand. Thus, it may be concluded 

that the materials of Speed Drills {so tar as vocabulary is concerned) 

are more difficult than those of the manual. 

Therefore, Speed Drills may be used following the manual advan

tageously, so far as difficulty of materials is concerned. 

(?) Functional Method Dictation has larger proportions of its 
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vocabulary in the fourth, fifth, seventh, and tenth thousands; and 

SReed Drills has larger proportions of its total vocabulary above the 

third thousand in the remaining intenals. Therefore, the vocabulary 

of Speed Drills is more advanced than that of Funetional Method Dicta-

~-
(8) Only 37.8 per cent of the vocabulary of Speed Drills is found 

l 
in Functional Method Dictation, and 44.5 per cent of the vocabulary ot 

Functional Method Dictation is found in Speed Drills. Therefore, 

the overlapping of vocabul.ari.es is not such as would prevent the books 

being used in the same course advantageously, so far as vocabulary 

building is coneerned. 

However, neither book lllaY be expected to review the vocabUlary 

of the other book. 

( 9) Greater proportions of the total running words of Speed 

Drills are in all intervals above the third thousand, while a greater 

proportion of the running words of Functional Method Dictation is below 

the third thousand. Therefore, the materials of SJ?eed Drills are more 

difficult--containing more words above the third thousand per hundred 

runni~ words than Functional Method Dictation. 

Thus, if' Functional Method Dictation and Speed Drills are used 

in the same course, they should be used in the order na:med-assU111ing 

that more difficult materials should not precede easier materials. 

(10) Because both Sieed Drills and FUnctional. Method Dictation 

review about two-fifth of the manual vocabulary, and because Fune--
tional Msthod ;Q1ct,a,t1on is the smaller book {having ttSWer running 

words), and because FungtiQJlll M§j;hod D1cjfat1on has the simpler vocabu

lary, it is concluded that for reviewing the manual FUnctional Method 



Dictation is superior. 

(11) Of the _three books, Speed Drills has the largest and most 

advanced vocabulary and the most difficult materials; the manual has 
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a larger vocabulary and more difficult materials than Functional Method 

Dictation. Functional Method Dictation has the least vocabulary and tbe 

least difficult materials. 

However. many may still wish to use Functional Method Dictation 

following the manual--it may be desirable to use this easy book and 

cover the materials rapidly following the more d.ifficult materials 

of the manual. In the next chapter it is assumed that all three books 

are used in the same course-the manual. Functional Method Dj.ctation, 

and Speed Drills, in the order named. 



COMPOSITE VOCABUL,~'rr O'F THE .FUliCTIONAL M:&1'HOD MA.NU.AL, 
FtINCT!ONAL .METHOD DICTA'fIO!T t A.l"'ID 8.PEE:I) DRILLS Di CREOO SHORTHAND 

In Chapter V it is shoYm that 11' the two books are used in the 

same oou:rse, Funotiou.1 Method Dictation should preeede Sf!!! Drills 

,!!! Grs Shorthllnd. In this chapter it is assumed that both books are 

used in the san1e eourae-Funotioaal Method Dictation tollowtng the 

the 1tunetional Met.hod Manual. and saed Drills :following l!""unetional 

Method Dictation. 

To ahow how the textbooks fit into the shorthand eoune an.a the 

extent to whioh they build a shorthand vocabulary are the general 

purposes of thie eh.apter. 

The words below the fourth thoust:Uld appearb.g in the 5 1000 Most

Used Shorthano. Fo;r1.1&, and not appearing in the man.ue.l, are shown 1n 

Table Xll:. (These he:ve alref.tdy been referred to in Chapter II.) 

Of the 17 words in. the Urat thO\lSand which do not ap;>ear in the 

manual, 10 appear in Functional Method rtctation. 'I'hus thm-e are 

tictat!on. Of these seven, five appear in SP!!4 Drills, so that there 

are only two words in the first thousand which do not occur in one of 

the three books. 

Of the 72 words in the second thousand which do not BJpear in 

t.he manual. 46 oocur in Functional Method n1ctation. Thus, there are 

26 words 'Which {o not occur 1n e1 ther of these books in the second 

tho,!sand. . Of thes.e, 13 appear in §1!~ Drills, ao that there are 

thirteen words in the seccno thousand which co not occur in an;, of the 

lllaterials. 
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WORDS IN THE FIRS'!' 3,000 MOST-USED SHORTHAND FORM:3 
NOT IN T'.dE FONCTION1\L MJ.tn'HOD MANUAL 

Thou- Not in In FlUlctional Balance In Speed Balance Not De-
sand Manual Dictation 1n Neither Drills not Found rived* 

1 17 10 7 5 2 l 

2 72 46 26 13 13 5 

3 177 107 70 36 34 15 

Totals 266 163 103 54 49 21 

'iords not derived from the same root as any other word in any 
of the· ma.terial.s. 

Of the 177 words in the third thousand which do not occur in 

the manual, 107 appear in Functional Method Dictation; and of' the 

remainder, 36 occur in Speed Drills, so that there are only 34 words 

in the third thousand which do not appear in the combined materials. 

Renee, there is a total of 49 words in the first three thousand 

which do not occur in the functional method materials. Of these 21 

are not der1ve.tives of some; otmr word in the manual. or words which 

are derived f'rom the same root word as some otl:er:'derivatives in the 

manual. 

In Appendix A are listed all the words in the first three thou-

sand which do not occur in the manual, and those which appear in 

Functional Method Dictation and §Peed Drills are marked so that the 

words which do not occur in any of the materials may bo determined 

easily. Similar lists may be compiled for the other levels from the 

alphabetic lists of words in all the materials (See Appendix C for a 

sample page). 
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In Table XX, data are presented showing that the total vocabu-

lary of 8,339 different words above the third thousand level within 

the three textbooks is composed of 3,107 (or 44.5 per cent) words 

intrpdueed in the manual, 2,265 ( or 27 .2 per cent) introduced in 

Functional Method Dictation, and 2,373 (or 28.3 per cent} introduced 

in Speed Drills. (Of course, it is assumed that the manual, Functional 

Method Dictation, and Speed Drills are used in the course in the order 

mentioned here.) 

When only the fourth thousand is conaidered, of a total of 897 

different words, 633 (or 70.5 per cent) are introduced in th~ manual; 

172 (or 19.2 per cent) are introduced in Functional :Method Dictation; 

and 92 (or 10.3 per cent) are introduced in Speed Drills. In every 

interval, more words are introduced in the manual than in }functional 

:Method Dictation; and in all except the group beyond 10.000, Functional 

Method Dictation introduces more new words than Speed Drills. However, 

in the group beyond 10,000, Speed Drills introduces more net.'l words 

than either of the other books. 

_Thus, in the fourth, fifth, and sb:th thousands, the manual 

introduces more new words than the other two books combined; while 

in the remaining intervals, the manual introduces more new words 

than either of' the other books (except in the group above.the tenth 

thousand) • Of' course I the manual also introduces almost a.11 the words 

below the fourth thousand. 

When the first three thou.sand words are added to the total number 

above the third thousand introduced. in the :manual, there is a total of 

6, 701 different words introduced in the manual. Thus, almost three 

times as many words are introduced in the manual as in either of the 
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other books.. Theretore, it appears that Functional Method Dictation 

and Speed Drills introduce comparatively fw new words and serve more 

as a review of the vocabulary of the manual. How well they review 

the first three thousand words is indicated by the great proportion 

of running. words below the :fourth thousan<i in each book. How well 

these books review the vocabulary above the third thousand which the 

· pupil studies in the manual, is shown in the following paragraphs. 

TABLE XX: 

THE ORDER OF INTRODUCTION OF NEW WOROO IN THE COMPOSITE VOCABULARY 
OF FUNCTIONAL Ml!WIOD MATERIALS 

Thou- Composite Manual Functional Speed Drills 
sand Dietation 
Inter- No. Per Cent No. Per Cent No. Per Cent No. Per Cent 
val of of Com- ot of Com- of ot Com- of of Com-

Words posite Words* posite Words* posite Words• posite 

4 897 100.0 653 70.5 172 19.2 92 10.5 

5 816 100.0 521 63.8 194 23.8 101 12.4 

6 664 100.0 360 54.2 158 23.8 146 22.0 

'7 579 100.0 272 47.0 lpO 27.6 14'7 25.4 

8 501 100.0 235 46.9 139 27.8 127 25.3 

9 512 100.0 226 4:4.0 143 28.0 143 28.0 

10 363 100.0 165 45.5 104 28.7 94 25.8 

Beyond 
10,00() ,.oov 100.0 1,289 32.·2 1,195 29.8 1.523 38.0 

Totals 8•3:59 100.0 3,701 44.5 2,265 27.2 2,373 28.3 

*The "No. of Words" column shows the number of new·words introduced 
by the particular book. 

The number and percentage of words occurring in the manual which 

also occur in Functional Method Dictation, and the number and percentage 
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of words in both these which occur also in Speed Drills• are shown 

in Table lXI. 

TABLE :XX! 

REPRI'ITION OF WORDS m THE COMPOSrI'E VOCABULARY 

Thou- Manual Words Repeated in Combined Words Repeated in 
sand Voeabu- Functional Dicta- Vooabular;r Speed Drills 
Inter- lary tion of' Manual & 
val No.of Per Cent or Functional No. of Per Cent of 

Words Mantaal Dictation Words Combined 

4 633 387 62. 806 528 66. 

5 521 275 55. 715 400 56. 

6 360 164 48. 518 269 52. 

7 272 121 4,5 •. 432 197 45. 

8 235 84 28. 374 160 43. 

9 226 68 33. 369 123 33. 

10 165 51 32. 269 82 50. 

Beyond 
10,000 1,289 299 23. 2,484 474 19. 

Totals 3,'101 1,449 39. 5,966 2.233 37. 

These data indicate the extent to which the vocabulary of 

Functional Method Dictation reviews the vocabulary of the manual, 

nnd the extent to which the vocabularies overlap one another. In 

the last two columns, data are presented showing the number and 

percentage of words which occur in Speed Drills and which al.so occur 

in the combined vocabulary of the other t,,-o books. These data show 

the extent to which the vocabulary of Sieed Drills reviews the vocabu

laries of the other two books, and the overlapping between the 

vocabularies. 



F\mctional Method Dictation repeats a total ot 1,449 (or 39 per 

cent) of the different words found in the manual. Speed Drills repeats 

a total ot 2,235 (or 3'7 per cent) of the different words occurring in 

both, or either, of the other books. AJiJ would be expected, at the 

higher levels, there is a ~t deal of repetition while at the lower 

18'Vels, there 1s not so mueh repetition of the words of one textbook 

in the following textbook. For instance, in.the fourth thousand, 38 

per cent of the words in the manual are repeate4 in Functional Method 

D1otat1on; and 30 ;per cent or the words found in the. combined vocabu

laries of both J'unotional Method Dictation and the l!'Unctional Method 

Manual are repeated in Speed Drills. 

Thus, seed Drills review·the combined vooabulary of the other 

books al.most as well aa Functional Method Dictation reviews the Vooabu

ltllT or the manual. Rowner, in ._h ease less than one-third ot the 

materials of the previously' used book, or books, is reviewed. 

The following data are presented in Table XXII. Of a total of 

89'1 d itterent words in the fourth thousand appearing in tc}1e three 

textbooks, 122 (or 13.6 pf!tr cent) appear ill the manual but 1n neither 

ot the other books; 5'1 (or 6.3 per cent) appear in J'uuc-tional Method 

Dictation but in neither of the other books; and 92 (or 10.3 per eent) 

appear in Sr,d DriU,a, but 111 neither of the other books; 33'1. (or 

,3'1 .6 per cent) of the different words in the fourth thousand are 

common to two of the three books; and 289 (or 52.2 per cent) appear in 

or are common to• a11 three books. The number· of word@ -.. percentage 

appearing in all three books and in two books decreases as the tre

que~ey-ot-use ot the words decreases; thus in the group above the 

tenth thousand, tff 4,00? ditf'erent words in the three books, onl.y 
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711 (or 1'1.8 per cent) are common to two of the books and only 31 (or 
' 

l 

.7 per oent) are common to all three books. or a total of 8,339 dit-

ferent words above the third thousand appearing in.the three textbooks, 

2,214 (or 26.5 per cent) appear in two of the books, and '734 {or a.a 

per cent} are common to all three books. 

It appears, there:tore, that there is very little rev1ew or 

overlapping in the higher levels. However, either of the subsequent 

textbooks does not introduce. more than halt as many new words ( alto-

gether) as the manual. 

To show the number and percentage ot :running words in eaoh book 

in the various interval.a, Table XXIII is presented. Of a total ot 

216,875 running words in the three textbooks, 66,210 (or 30.6 per cent) 

are in the manual, 66,126 (or 30.0 per cent) are in J'UnctiOllal Method 

Dictation, and 85,539 (or 39.4 per cent) are in Speed. Drills. 

Ot' the 216,210 running words 1n the three textbooks, 192,292 

( or 88.6 per cent) are below the fourth thousand most-used. words, 

5.153 {or 2.4 per cent) are in the :fourth thousand, 3,466 (or 1.6 

per cent) are in the fifth thousand, 7,619 (or 3.5 per cent) are in 

the sixth to the tenth thousands, and 8,345 (or 3.9 :per cent) are 

beyond the tenth thousand. Thus, there are more words beyond the 

tenth thousand than in the sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth. and tenth 

thousands combined. 

The Functional Method Manual and S,J?eed · Drills contain la.rger 

proportions of words in the fourth, fifth, and sixth to the tenth 

thousands than Functional Method Dict.,.tion. Functional Method 

Method Dictation contains a larger proportion of words below the 
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the fourth thousand than either of the other books. The manual con-

tains a smaller proportion of words above the tenth thousand than either 

of the other books. 

TABLE XXIII 

RUNNING WORDS IN TH.E COUBilJED MATERIALS 

Thou- Manual Functional Speed Drills Combined 
sand Dictation Jh,terials 
Inter- No. Per Cent No. Per Cent No. Pe:r Cent No. Per Oent 
val Words ot Total words of Total Words of Total Words ot Total 

1-3 68,834 88.9 58,550 90 .. 0 74,908 87.5 192,292 88.6 

4 1,781 2.7 1,208 l.9 2,164 2.5 5,153 2.4 

5 1,117 1,7 936 h4 1.413 1.7 3,466 1.6 

6-10 2,395 3.6 1,992 3.0 3,232 3.8 7,619 3.5 

Beyond 
10,000 2,083 3.1 2,440 3.7 3,822 4.5 8,345 3.9 

Totals 66,210 100.0 65,126 100.0 85,539 100.0 216,875 100.0 

Per 
Cent 30.6 30.0 39.4 100.0 

The number of new words presented in Functional Method Dictation 

and Speed Drills in ea.eh interval has already been discussed in eon-

nection with Table XX. To show how the wort'ls are distributed among 

various portions of the two textbooks, Table XXIV is presented. 

Of a total of 2,265 words above the third thousand contained 

in FunctiGnal Method Dictation which are not in the manual, 233 

(or 10.5 per cent) first appear in the first ten assignments, 319 

(or 14.l per cent) first appear in the second group of ten assignments, 

etc. The percentage figures indicate that the new words are distributed 



throue'hout the textbook fairly evenly. There is more variation in 

the portions of speed Drills than in Functional Method Dictation. 

The lowest proportion of new words introduced in rulY' group of ten 

assigmA.ents is 10.1 per cent, and the highest is 14.l per cent in 

Functional .Method Dictation; and in Speed Drills, _the lowest pro

portion is 9.1 per cent, and the highest is 16.0 per cent. Thus, 

in SEeed Drills one section of ten assignments introduces nearly 

twice as many new words as the section having the lowest proportion 

of new words. 

TABLE XXIV 

DISTRIBUTION OJ? Nl.'"W WORDS wrrHIN THE Tm:BOOKB 

-- Assign- J!Unctional Dictation SRud Drills 
ment New Words Per Cent New Wo:rds Per Cent 
Nos. Introduced of Total. Introduced of Total 

1-10 233 10.3 318 13.4 

11-20 319 14 .. l 379 16.0 

21-30 270 11.9 319 15.5 

31-40 257 11.3 287 12.1 

41-50 310 13.7 325 15.6 

51-60 254 11.2 219 . 9.2 

61-70 229 10.1 311 13.l 

71-00 234 10.3 217 9.1 

81-84 159 7.0 

Totals 2,265 100.0 2,3'73 100.0 

An examination of the list of assignments included in Appendix 

B shows that the leaat number of new words introduced in any one 
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assignment in Functional Method Dictation is seven and the largest 

number 1n ru:17 assignment is 55, while the average numl.>er of words 

introduced in the assignments is 27. In Sl)!!d Drills the lea.st number 

introduoed in any assignment is 12, and the largest number is 54, 

while the average number tor each assignment is 30. Thus, there is 

a great deal of variation in the number of new words introduced in the 

various assignments in both books. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Asswo.1ng the manual, Functional Method Dictation,, and Speed Drills 

to be used in the same course in the order named, the followine 

conclusions are warranted by the data presented. 

{ 1) Of the 266 words in the first three thousand vm.ich do not 

occur in the Functional Method M<mua.l, all but 49 occur in either 

Functional Method Dictation or 3Eeed Drills; and all of these but 

21 may be derived from some root appearing in the combined materials. 

Thus, the vocabulary of the materials below the fourth thousand 

is about 99.5 per cent complete. 

(2) Of the total different words above the third thousand in the 

three textbooks (Functional Method Manual, Functional Method Dictation, 

and SJlead Drills .!!...Gregg Shorthand) 44.5 per cent are introduced in 

the manual, 27.2 per cent in Functional Method Dictation, and 28.5 

per cent in .§J?.,~ Drills. Furthermore, each of the books adds a great 

number of' words to the total vocabulary.in each ot' the first ten 

thousands as well as the group above the tenth thousand most-used 

words. 

Therefore, each book ho.s some value in the shorthand program 

as far as building a shorthand vocabulary is.concerned. But, the 



vocabulary burden of the manual is much greater even above the third 

thousand most-used words. 
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(S) 01' a total of 11,339 different words in the combined materials 

(including the first S,000) the manual in.troduc~.about three-1'1f'tha, 

and each of the other books about one tifth. Th\18; the voeabul.a.ry' 

burden of the nianual is about three times that of either of the other 

books. 

(4) Whereas, in the manual there are only 633 dU:terent words 

in the fourth thousand most-used words, there are 89'1 1n th.e combined 

vocabularies of the three books; in the t1fth thousand the vocabulary 

is increased from 5B words in the manual to 816 in the combined . 

vocabularies; in tlle aixth thousand there is a total of 664 d1tferent 

words in the combined vocabul.ar1ea. 

Thia 1tnplios that the vocabulary level of the pupil is raised 

from the 3,000 level. (as determined in Chapter II) to somewhere be-· 

tween the f'itth and sixth thousanda. In order to do this the pupil 

has studied a total of 4.638 new words in !'Unction.al Method Dictation 

and s:e,~ Drills. 

(5) Of the ~,701 different words in the manual, 1,449 (or 39 

per cent) are repeated. or reviewed• in Functional Method Dictation 

Ot" 5,966 different words contained in the manual and Functional 

Method Dictation, 2,233 (or 37 per cent} are reviewed in seed DrUla. 

In the higher intervals about two-thirds of the vocabularies of' 

previous materials are reviewed in the next textbook, while beyond 

the tenth thousand only about one-fifth of the vocabulary is reviewed 

by the following textbook. 

Therefore, one cannot depend upon the subsequently used textbook 
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to review the vocabulary already :mastered. 

( 6) o.t a total vocabulary of 8 t 339 in the three textbooks, 2,214 

(or 26.5 per cent) of the different words are common to two books, 

and 734 (er 8,8 per cent) are comm.on to all three books. Thus, only 

about 55 per eent of the entire vocabulary above the third thousand 

may be round in two or lllOre books. 

(7) Of a total of 216,875 running words in the three textbooks, 

192,292 (or 88.6 per cent) are below the fourth thousand most-used 

words. Therefore, only 11.4 per .cent of the running words are eom

poeed of words above the third thousand. Of these, 2.4 per cent are 

in the fourth thousand, 1.6 per cent are in the fifth thousand, 3.5 

per cent are in the sixth to the tenth thousands, and s. 9 per cent 

are beyond the tenth thousand. 

Thus, it appears that words above the third thousand are com

paratively rare in the materials and that if it is desirable for the 

pupil to master all the words in the fourth, fi~h, and sixth thou

sanas (for example) there must be a careful plan set up in the text

book, whereby the words are repeated at psychological intervals, and 

whereby all words in these frequency groups may be introduced. A 

textbook must be planned deliberately, and composed with these objec

tives in view. 

( 8) A la.rBE,l' proportion of the running words of the l.'!!:etional 

Method MD.nual. and S;2!ed Drills l!1 Gr!jg Shorthand are ranked in the 

fourth, 'fifth, and sixth to the. tenth thousand.a than in Functional 

.Merthod Dictation. In Functional Method Dictation a larger proportion 

of the words are below the fourth thousand than in either of the other 

books. .& smaller proportion of the words in the manual is above' the 
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tenth thousand than of either oft.he other books. 

It 1s probable. therefore, that the vocabulary of Functional 

Method r,1otation is not so dif:f'icult as that 01' the Functional Method 

.Manual; furthermore, because the first half of the manual is highly 

graded and contains relatively few infrequently used words, it is 

probable that the last half of the manual is consinerably more diffi-

cult, so far as vocabulary is concerned, than Functional Method Die-----
tat ion. 

(9) The nff words introduced in Functional Method Dictation and 

s2eed Drills ere introduced fairly evenly throughout the textbooks. 

The average number o:f new words per lesson in Functional Method 

Dictation is 27; and in SJ?eed Drills, 30. 

Thus, the vocabulary burden of sections of the two boo~ is 

fairly uniform. (However, there is a great deal of variation 1n the 

voeabul.a:ry burden of the individual assignments, ranging from seven 

to fifty-five words.) 



CHAPTER VII 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
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From the data presented, the following conclusions are warranted: 

(1) A large percentage (20.4 per cent) of the different words 

ocourr1Jl€ in the functional Method Manual are above the tenth thou

sand. ThfJ8e words compose only 3.1 per cent or the running words in 

the textbook. Therefore, words above the tenth thousand are repeated 

relatively fflfl times when compared with words below this level. Yet, 

they compose a great portion of the shorthand vocabulary burden of 

the 'book. 

(2) Between the third and tenth thousands, less than one-half 

the words :found in the Horn list of 10,000 most-used words are included 

in the Functional Method Manual; therefore, subsequently used text

boots should contain great qUGntities of words in these intervals 

(assuming that pupils should know shorthand outlines for all the more 

frequently used words, and that the more frequently used words are 

more important than other words. 

(3) The shorthand vocabulary level of a pupil who has mastered 

the vocabulary of the Functional Method Man\Ull is about the third thou

sand most-used word.a; for, more than ninety per cent of the first 

three thousand most-used words are included 1n the manual, and these 

com.pose 88.9 per cent of the running words of the textbook. 

(4) Words ranking beyond the fifth thousand most-used words 

occur less than twice each in the Funetional Method Manual; for there 

are less than twj.ce as many running words composed of these words than 

there are different words; therefore, if it is desirable that these 
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words be studied in more than one situation, many of them must be 

repeated in subsequently used textbooks. 

(5) Because so large a percentage (40.2 per cent) ot the difterent 

words above the third thousand in :Functional Method Dictation, are 

above the tenth. thousand~ it is probable that a large ah.are of the 

increase in the pupil's vocabulary while studying this book JmlSt be 

emu.posed ot these words. 

( 6) Beca'U8e s. "I per cent of the running words of' Functional 

Method Dictation are above the tenth thousand, it may be concluded that 

the average assignment of 770 running words will contain more than 

twent7-.1'1ve words above the tenth thouaand; therefore, the pupil con-

tinuallt studies these ini'requently used words. 

(7) Because a great proportion (65.l per cent) of the words 

above the third thousand oecur only once in Functional Method Dicta-

tion., and because so small a proportion (14.7 per cent) occur lllOre -
than twice, 1 t may be concluded that subsequently used textbooks 

and materials should review these words, 11' it is desirable that 

they be studied.iil1°:J10re than one situation. 

(8) Beca\JSe so large proportion (43.4 per cent) of the different 

words above the third thousand appearing in Speed Drills in Gregg 

S1lorthan4 a:re above the tenth thousand, and because on.ly about one-

half of the word.a in the :f'itth thousand, and smaller proportions or the 

words in the remaining intervals beyond the fifth thousand occur in 

Speed Drills; it lJl87 be concluded that this textbook does not attempt 

to colJlPlete the pupil's vocabulary in the intervals between the fifth 

and tenth thouaanu, and therefore, there is need tor other materials 

to do this. 
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( 9) Because 4.5 per cent of the running words in Speed Drills_!! 

Gregg Shorthand are above the tenth thousand, it may be concluded that 

an average lesson of 1,030 words contains about forty-five words above 

the tenth thousan<l. Therefore,. the pupil continually studies these 

relatively inf'requently used words. 

(10) A great proportion (55.4 per cent) of the different words 

above the third thousand in Speed Drills.!!. Gl!M Shorthand oce1ll" 

only once. and onl.7 23.9 per cent occur more than twice; theretore, 

unless these words are already familiar to the pupil, or unless they 

are repeated in subsequently- used ll'IS.terials • the pupil has no chance 

to master the words except in one situation. 

(11) Larger proportions of the dif'ferent words of the manual are 

in all thousands above the third thousand (except the seventh thou

sand and the group above the tenth thousand) than 111 Functional 

Method Dictation. It appears, therefore, that the manual has a 

greater vocab\llary building power below the tenth thousand and that 

Functional Method Dictation hae a greater vocabulary above the tenth 

thousand:. 

(12) About two-fifths of the vocabulary above the third thousand 

or e1 ther the manwu or Functional Method Dictation llBY be found in 

the other. Thus, three-fifths of the words in either book are not 

contained in the other. Therefore. so far as vocabu.la.l"J' building 

is concerned, the two books may be used advantageously in the sa:m.e 

course. 

However, Functional Method Dictation does not review :more than 

two-fifths o:f' the vocabular., above the third thousand in the manual, 

so tor review purposes• 1 t cannot be depended upon. Thus, the teacher 
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must provide other materials for reviewing the :manual vocabulary 

above the third thousand most-used words-if a review is deemed advis

able. 

(13) '!'he manual contains a smaller proportion of running words 

below the fourth thousand than Functional Method Dictation, and it 

contains larger proportions in all other intenals exoept the group 

be,end the tenth thousand-here Functional Metho<i Dictation contains 

a larger perceatage of' its words. Thus, it appears that the materials 

ot Functional Method Dictation are not so difticul t ( since 1 t contains. 

a smaller proportion of words above the third thoWiand) as the :materials 

of the manual .. (Thia is true in spite of the fact that the vocabulary 

of the first halt of the manual is very simple; for this reason, it 

is probable that the last half of the manual contains a much more 

difficult vocabulary than Functional Method Dictation.) Therefore, 

it may be that Functional Method Dictation should not be used i'ollow

ing the manual, assuming that more dii'tieult materials shouJ.d follow 

easier :materials. 

· (14) Larger proportions of the different word,s above the third 

thousand of the :manual are in all intervals exeept the seventh and tho 

group above the tenth thousand; while a larger proportion of the vooabu

lar7 of Speed Drills is above the tenth thousand than in the manual. 

It appears, theretore, that the manual places greater emphasis on 

words within the first ten thousand, while §!•eel:. Drills places greater 

emphasis on words above the tenth thouaand. 

( 15) Speed Drills reviews slightly 1 ees than two-f itths of the 

vocabulary of the manual; and nearly seventy per cent of the words 

above the third thousand of s1eed Drills do not occur in the manual. 



Therefore, so far as vocabulary building is concerned, ·the two books 

may be used advantageously in the same course, for the overlapping is 

not great. For review pu.rpoaes, however, 5i!ed Drilla reviews less 

·than two-fifths oi' the manual vocabulary above ~he third thousand. 
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{16) The manual contains larger proportions of' its ~otal runn~ 

words below the fourth thoueand and in the,f'ourth thousand; while 

SJ>!!d Drills contains larger proportions of its total running word.a 

in all intervals above the fifth thousand. Thus, it may be concluded 

that the materials of SJ?!ed Drills (so far as vocabulary is concerned) 

are more difficult than those of the manual. Therefore, Speed Drills 

may be used following the Ill8.nual advantageously, so far as difficulty 

of vocabulary is concerned. 

(l.'1) Functional Method Dictation has larger proportions of its 

vocabulary in the fourth, fif'th, seventh, ~d tenth thousands; and 

Speed Drills has larger proportions of its total vocabulary above the 

third thousand in the remaining intervals. Therefore, the vocabulary 

of Speed Drills is more advanced than that of Functional Method 

Dictation. 

(18) Only 37.8 per cent of the vocabulary ot Speed Drills 1s 

found in Fu.notional. Method Dictation, and 44.5 per cent of the vocabu

lary of Functional Method Diatation is found in Sieed-Drills. Thereforev 

the overlapping of vocabularies is not such as would prevent the books 

being used 1n the sa:me course advantageously, so tar as voc0:bulary 

is concerned. However, neither book may be expected to review the 

vocabulary of the other. 

(19) Greater proportions of ·the total running 1'10rds of Speed 

Drills are in all intervals above the third thousand, while a greater 
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proportion of the running words of Function.al Method Dictation is below 

the third thousand. Therefore, the materials of Speed Drills are 

more difficult--containing more words above the third thousand per 

hundred running words. Thus, if Functional Method Dictation and 

Speed Drills are used in the same course, they should be used in the 

order named-assuming that more dii'ficult :materials should not pre

cede easier materials. 

(20} Because both Speed Drills and Functional Method Diet.ation 

review about two-fifths of the manual vocabulary, and because ~

tional Method Dictation is the smaller book (having :fewer running 

words}, and because Functional Method Dictation has the simpler vocabu

lary. it is concluded that for reviewing the manual, this book is 

superior to Speed Drills. 

(21} If Functional .Method Dictation follows directly after the 

manual, the pupil's vocabulary is increased 61.2 per cent; and if 

Speed Drills follows directly after the manual. the pupil•s vocabulary 

is increased 85.5 per cent (assuming in both instances that the pupil 

masters all words in the textbooks studied); therefore I if both ~

tional Method Dictation and Speed Drills are used following the manual, 

the former shoul<'l be placed first, for it requires the learning o-f 

fewer new outlines--aseuming that the book requiring the mastering of 

the smaller number of outlines is •he easier book and that easier 

materials should preeede more dif':f'icult materials. 

(22) 01" the three books, S;geed Drills has the largest and most 

advanced vocabulary and the llK>St diff'ieult materials; the manual has 

a. larger vocabulary and more ditf'ieult materials than Functional 

Method Dictation. Functional lfethod Dictation has the least vocabu

lary and the least difficult materials. 



( 23) Assuming the Functional Method Manual, Functional Method 

Dictation, and Speed Drills~ Gregg Shorthand to be used in the 
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same shorthand course in the order named, 44.5 per cent of the dif

ferent words are introduced in the manual; 27.2 per cent in Functional 

Method Dictation, and 28.3 per cent in. Speed Drills; therefore, it may

concluded that more words are introduced by Siecd Drills when it 

follows both the other books than by Functional Method Dictation when 

it follows only the manual. 

(24) Because the total vocabulary of the three textbooks {taken 

collectively) in the fifth thousand is more complete than the vocabu

lary or the Functional Method Manual is in the third thousand, it may 

be concluded that the shorthand vocabulary level of the pupil is 

raised at least two thousands through a study of FUnctional Method 

Dictation and Speed Drills. 

(25)_Funotional Method Dictation contains 39 per eent of the words 

appearing in the manual, and Speed Drills contains 37 per cent of the 

words appearing in both the manual and Functional Method Dictation 

together; therefore, Speed Drills provides almost as complete a review 

of both the other books together, as Functional Method Dictation pro

vides of the manual. 

(26) Because only 55 per cent of the entire vocabulary of the 

three textbooks is common to two or more of them, it is concluded that 

many of the words occurring only once in any of the books do not occur 

in any other of them; therefore, there are many vrords which occur only 

once in the combined materials. 

(27) While more than two-thirds of the different words of the 

three books (taken together) are above the third thousand, these 
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compose only 11.4 per cent of the running words of the :materials. 

Therefore, it is concluded that the total materials provide great 

quantities of review materials over the first three thousand, and com

paratively little review over less frequently used words. 

( 28) The materials in Functional Method Dictation and SJreed Drills 

provide a vocabulary which continually grows at a fairly even rate; 

for all equal sections of the textbooks provide similar quantities 

of' new words. 

( 29) A larger proportion of the running words of the Functional 

Method Manual ana S,>eed Drills are ranked in the fourth, fifth, and 

ana sixth to the tenth thousands than in Functional Method Dictation. 

In Functional Method Dictation, a larger proportion of the words are 

below the fourth thousand than in either of the other books. There

fore,\ of the three books• 1unetional Method Dictation is the least 

difficult,· and Speed Drills is the most difficult. 

{30) Af'ter,eom.pleting the materials of the three textbooks, the 

pupil's vocabulary is about 99 per cent complete below the fourth thou

sand most-used words; for all but 49 words in the 5,000 :Most-Used 

Short~ Forms below t.he fourth thousand appear in one or another 

of the textbooks, and all of these but 21 may be derived from some 

root appearing 1n the combined materials. 

(51) The materials of the three textbooks are similar in that 

each book contains a large proportion of different words above the 

tenth thousand; in that each contains a large percentage of running 

words below the third thousand; and in that none attempt to complete 

the vocabulary of the pupil at any level of frequency-of-use. (This 

conclusion is based upon the preceding conclusions. 
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IMPLICATIONS 

'The findings and conclusions of this study have valuable impl1-

cations for the teacher, the pupil• and the publisher ot the textbooks. 

Because there are so many words in all intervals ( and espeoiall.y 

those above the third thousand most-used words) which do not appear 

in the textbooks, there is an implication (if words between the third 

and tenth thousands are important) that the teacher cannot depend 

solely upon the textbooks to provide the vocabulary for the p-upiL 

Furthermore, if it is desirable to include in~ textbook a maxi-

mum of the more frequently used words with a minimum 01~ less frequently 

used. words, th~ materials must be selected, composed, and graded to 

contain exactly the words desired. For instance, if it is desired to 

provide a shorthand vocabulary of 7,000 words, then the materials nruat 

be crammed with words in the fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh thou-

sands most".'"used words, and.words above the seventh thousand should be 

shunned to provide the most effective 7,000-word shorthand vocabulary. 

Because the shorthand vocabulary level of the pupil after eom-

pleting these materials is not beyond the fifth or sixth thouaands, 

the need for the principles of constructing new outlines must be 
. 

stressed in teaching. The.shorter the course and the less material 

covered the more essential is this procedure. For, in a one-year 

course ending with Functional Method Dictation, the pupil's shorthand 

vocabulary is not beyond the fifth thousand level. 

Because there are so many words which occur in the materials 

only once, and so few which oeou:r more than twice, the textbooks 

cannot be depended upon to provide automatic review of the vocabulary. 
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Because there are so many words above the tenth thousand, there is 

the implication that the stenographer needs not only the more frequently 

used words in his shorthand vocabulary, but a smattering of words above 

the tenth thousand most-used words • 

.RECOMM:filIDAT IONS 

Based upon the findings, conclusions, and implications of this 

study, the following reco-mmendations are made: 

(l) If the Functional Method Manual, Functional Method Dictation, 

ana Speed Drills JE. Greg Shorthand are used in the same course, they 

should be used in the order named. Furthermore, these books may be 

used advantageously tn the sarne course so far as vocabulary- building 

is concerned, for the overlapping of vocabularies is not great. 

( 2) Teachers should not depend upon the textbooks to furnish 

the total vocabulary. The materials may be advantageously supplemented 

by previews to new-matter dictation f'rom varied sources insuring a 

large vocabulary, and by use of other textbooks, such as, the 5 1000 

Most-Used Shorthand Forms. 

(3} Supplementary materials containing the words in the lower 

intervals of the 10,000 most-used words which are not included in 

the shorthand textbooks should be prepared. 

(4) Reseo.rch to establish the shorthand vocabulary needed by 

stenographers in various types of positions is f'undamental, and untll 

such levels are established analyses of this type cannot result in 

the maximum good. 

( 5} Research to establish tho vocabulary level of prospective 

pupils of shortha.nd is a fundamental step whieh muat be made before 

textbooks can be compiled for maximum efficiency in teaching shorthand. 



(6) Other studies similar to this one should be rr.a.de of other 

shorthand mater.1als, and these should be compared with the materials 

of this stµdy. For instance, an analysis of the vocabula17 of 

Dictation tor Transcription by Renshaw and Leslie would add a great 

deal of value to this study. 
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APPENDIX A 

WOHDS LISTED IN THE FIR.ST THOUSAND OF p • 0.2£ MOOT-USED SROR"I'.HAND FOIDB 
WHIC".d ARE NOT LLSTJ!:D IN THE FUNCTIONAL M.!i.1I'HOD MANUAL 

Words preceded by the asterisk{*) appear in Functional Method Dicta
tion. 

Words preceded by the hyphen(-) appear in S;e.!ed Drills. 
Words preceded by the number sign(#} are not derived from roots 

in tbe manual. 
Words underscored do not appear in any of the three books. 

*advised *dearest *regards *using 

-ears -hoping replying #-walk 

-coming #kid *tee.ahing 

#*correspondence *lovely -thanking 

1/*couple *really *understanding 
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.APPmDIX A (continued) 

WORDS LISTED IN THE SECOND THOUSAND OF 5 1000 MOST-USED BH0£m!AND FORMS 
WHICH ARE NOT LISTED IN THE FUNCTIONAL lml'HOD MANUAL 

Words prececed by the asteriek(*) appear in Functional Method Dicta
tion. 

Words ~eded by the hyphen {-l' appear in Sf!ed Drills but not in 
Juuot1onal Method Dictation. 

Words preceded by the number sign (#} are not derived from roots 
in th• manual. · 

Word& underscored do not appear in 8?11' of the three books. 

attachiy *examinations *loving *recommendation 

*afterwards *expecting lov1!11z *refused 

#*band *expenses *meets I-ride 

*banquet *ex'l:lended #*mud *riding 

#*bet *figures II.nap aecoJJded 

*billing *fly #*outfit #-senior 

#*breakfast f'orwardiy *owe #skirt 

#bunch furnishing *,pereons atving 

#*candy IJ*gaa #*phone •thinks 

•cent #~gentleman #*pie #-uncle 

#-chairman *gotten #-pipe *valued 

*connect.eel *grades *plate #*wild 

#craay *graduate f*plua *wind 

*deducted #*hog *poem -wished 

*deep /}-invitation *pounds *yards 

*definitely kindest #:E!!L 

-delightful #lading #*prepaid 

#-double *less one -proposed 

*duly l-lonesoll.9 *reasons 
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.APPENDIX A (continued) 

WORDS LISTED m THE THIHD THOUSAND OF 51000 JIOST-USED SHORTHAND FOW.S 
WHICH ABE NOT LISTED IN THE FON CT IONAL METHOD .MANUAL 

Words preceded by the asterisk: (•) appear in Functional Method Dicta
tion. 

Words """'ireoeded by the hyphen ( -) appear in . Speed Drills but not in 
Functional Method Dicn;ation. 

Words :preceded b;y the numba sip (#) are :not derived from roots in 
the •nue:1. 

Words Ul'ld_..oored 4o :aot appear in any of the three books. 

*acting #*belt l*com.parison -extend.ill& 

*activities *blanks COillPliment *tigurea 

-advises #*blood #'i10§l1ence H-toDil 

#*affectionate -borrow co!Jlliy #*foolish 

affectionately #*bottle *congratulations *tol"llal. 

*allowing *breaking *connections -:t'lmd 

#*ambition *brothers *correctly #funeral 

*applications #*butter #*correspondent ~herraore 

*applying calendar #*criticism IJ.-gcerous 

*a:ppro'fe cancellation *demonstration *goodness 

-arms *charging *depends #*graduation 
. ,~> 

#-asleep #-ehemist:ry *desirous #*guilty ·-, 

#-ascertain 
*authorized chickena *development #*handsome 

#awhile #*christian *directors *hang 

*banks #-climate -discussed heaps 
base clubs - -dreams #-height 

*basket #-collar *drink 1-h,m. 

#-bB.t /1.oommenc.-ent #*earnest #-homesick 

#*bath -comment *ends *honesty 

lb•• - *compared *equal.17 #*honey 
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*illness #*-s.ose -providing #*spite 

*inconvenienced *notified 1)13.. *sport 

*inquiring #-nurse #queer #*at ruck 

#*joke #nut - *quotatiOiiS · suffer 

*justify *ooeasionallT *rag -suffering 

#*lap /l_odd *recommended #-tan -
*largest #-one-half' #relyious #*tip 

# ,, -lnzy *one's -requests #*transit 

*legal *operated -rings *treasurer 

*likes *operating #*rip *unfortunately 

11velz -opposite #rube *upper -· 
#*lodge #*orchestra *runs *volumes 

#lord #*oven *ace.le *voted 

*management pan *seed ~1st 

/hnid *pencil sends *washed 

#*military *plants #*sermon *wuhing 

#miasionarz #*poet #*session wed -
*misunderstanding E0• 1 t i'velf fl-snere wholly 

*mother's -prayer *sewing *writes 

*mountain -preferred *sickness -year's 

#-movies Erev1oualz *aides *younger 

#-navy #-primary *silent 

*nearest *principle& #*sill:, 

#niece #*professor *sketch 

#-northern *prom.sea sl••PJ 
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APP»JDIX B 

NEW WOROO INTRODUCED IN FUNCTION.AL lli'l'HOD DIC'l'ATION BY .ASSIGNMEN?S 
WHffl IT. IS USED FOIJ.OWmG THE FUNCTIONAL Mi11'HOD MANUAL 

Assign- No. New J\Nign- No. Nn As*ign- No. New Assign- Ho.New 
ment No. Won\a ment No. Words ant No. Words ment No. Word.a 

1 13 22 35 45 26 64 . 22 

2 7 23:. 31 44 31 65 16 

3 19 24 33 45. 34 66 31 

4 2? 25 15 46 40 67 29 

5 21 26 12 47 33 68 22 

6 33 27 32 48 23 69 16 

7 24 28 25 49 24 70 24 

8 $3 29 23 50 23 91 21 

- 9 26 50 20 51 18 72 18 

10 30 31 30 52 21 73 31 

ll 36 32 34 53 21 74 19 

12 35 33 25 54 21 75 36 

13 30 34 32 55 22 t6 l.4 

14 35 35 16 56 SB 77 13 

15 31 36 21 5'1 52 78 31 

16 30 37 20 58 23 79 22 

17 55 38 34: 59 25 80 29 

18 34 39 25 60 33 81 t1 
19 26 40 20 61 29 82 29 

20 27 41 36 62 21 83 24 

21 44 42 40 63 19 84 55 
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APPENDIX B ( concluded) 

NFW WORDS IllTROUOCED IN SPEED DRn.LS l!. GIU!DG ~D BY ASSIGNMENTS 
WHEN IT rs USED FOLLOWING FUNCTIONAL MJL'11IOD DICTATION 

Assign- No. New Assign-· No. New .Assign- No. New Assign- No. New 
mcm.t No. \fords ment No. .\fords ment No. Words m.ent No. Words 

l 37 21 42 41 41 61 38 

2 54 22 30 42 54 62 30 

5 42 23 48 43 34 63 44 

4 28 24 27 44 GO 64 23 

5 35 25 26 45 44 65 24 

6 31 26 21 46 32 66 39 

7 17 27 39 47 22 57 25 

8 23 28 20 48 27 68 28 

9 23 29 36 49 20 69 20 

10 28 30 30 50 19 70 40 

11 57 31 50 51 31 71 20 

12 38 32 34 52 41 72 31 

13 40 33 29 53 23 73 25 

14 40 34 25 54 13 74 17 

15 37 35 28 55 15 75 20 

16 45 36 30 56 18 76 25 

17 21 37 26 57 26 77 16 

18 37 38 29 58 12 78 19 

19 41 39 28 59 20 79 27 

20 23 40 28 60 20 80 17 
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APPENDIX C 

&UQ3LB ]Mp 07 
ALPHABJ1l'ICAL LIST OF ALL WORm IN fflE THREE TEl'J.'BOOKB 

The Wor4 

abandoned 

abd01!l8D 

abhorrent 

ablebodied 

abilitiu 

abominable 

a.breast 

absorb 

absorbent 

abst:raat 

abstracts 

absurd 

absurdity 

abundance 

abundant 

abundantly 

abuse 

'fillea in Dictation , SJ?!!d Drills 
Jlanual Aa•tgn- 110. ot "8s1sn- Ko., of 

1l8Dt No.* lf11ua ment No.• 'times 

l 

1 

l 

6 

1 

1 

14 

46 

'18 

58 

80 

1 

l 

2 

l 

l 

l 

1 

68 

68 

8 

l3 

67 

61 

,o 
76 

1 

2 

l 

5 

1 

l 

l 

2 

l 

l 

3 

ilifiie number ot the assignment in the textbook in which the word 
first appeers. 
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:l'.IJ'he.!. in the "'l'housand" column means that the word does not appear 
in the :f'irst 10,000 most-used words of the Horn 11st. 
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